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The aim of the thesis was both to study wooden packaging waste reuse and refining
generated in the forestry machine factory environment, and to find alternative wooden
packaging waste utilization options in order to create a new operating model which would
decrease the overall amount of waste produced.

As environmental and waste legislation has become more rigid and companies' own
environmental management systems’ requirements and control have increased, companies
have had to consider their environmental aspects more carefully.  Companies have to take
into account alternative ways of reducing waste through an increase in reuse and recycling.
A part of this waste is from different forms of packaging. In the metal industry the most
heavily used packaging material is wooden packaging, as such material is heavy and the
packaging has to be able to bear heavy stress.

In the theoretical part of the thesis, the requirements of packaging and packaging waste
legislation, as well as environmental management systems governing companies’
processing of their packaging waste, are studied. The theoretical part includes a process
study of systems, which direct packaging waste and wooden packaging waste refining. In
addition, methods related to the continuous improvement of these processes are introduced.

This thesis concentrates on designing and creating a new operating model in relation to
wooden  packaging  waste  processing.  The  main  target  was  to  find  an  efficient  model  in
order to decrease the total amount of wooden packaging waste and to increase refining.
The empirical part introduces methods for approaches to wooden packaging waste re-
utilization, as well as a description of a new operating model and its impact.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Currently environmental issues and management of environmental matters have an

important role in all fields of industry. Modern-day companies have to pay attention to

their environmental impact, products’ life cycles and also to their products’ carbon

footprints. Most companies have environmental values connected to their business. This is

based on the legislation both in the European Union and in Finland. In addition, green

values and companies’ image in relation to environmental aspects have become more

important because interest groups are interested in doing sustainable and responsible

business.

One environmental impact is waste, which is firmly regulated by legislation. Waste

management is based on a certain order of priority. Primarily, the generation of waste

should be avoided. If waste is generated, it must be prepared for reuse or recycled. If

recycling is not possible, waste must be primarily used as a material, and secondarily as

energy. Waste may be placed in landfills only if its recovery is not technically or

financially feasible. The order of priority may only be ignored if following some other

option would be better for the environment. When choosing a waste management option in

accordance with the order of priority, the life cycle impacts of waste, environmental

protection and the waste manager's technical and economic prerequisites for complying

with the order of priority, are taken into account.

The use of different kinds of packaging in different fields of industry results in a

remarkable  share  of  total  waste  amount.  The  total  waste  amount  in  Finland  is  almost  90

million tons per annum and the Finnish industry produces nearly 14 million tons of it. Even

if there has been a reduction in the waste amount of some other sectors, the total amount of

waste generated in all industry has stayed level. By far the largest part of said overall waste

was  burned  wood  waste  from  both  forestry  and  the  industry.  At  the  same  time,  over  2,2

million tons of different kinds of packaging were used in Finland. [1] Wood, board,

corrugated board and paper and plastics were the most frequently used packaging materials

in the market. Out of these most frequently employed materials, approximately 700 000
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tons of packaging waste is created, of which almost 90 percent could be utilized. Out of the

overall packaging waste in the nation, 1,4 million tons is reused or recycled annually. The

rest, that is, the untapped packaging waste, ends up as landfill waste. [2]

Our society has a complex structure, consisting of number of factors and the role of

packaging has become significant in this infrastructure. The current transport of goods and

storage methods are such essential parts of the way we live that we hardly realize how

much the modern packaging technologies affect our standard of living. Products and their

packaging have become interdependent to such an extent that we cannot imagine either on

its own. Packaging is related to our everyday life. It serves the consumer in addition to

many industries and secures trade activities when the stream of goods and logistics

demands are both increasing and changing. The forest industry, metal industry, food

industry and electronic industry are the major users of packaging. They need a carefully

considered packaging solution to protect, transport and storage their raw materials and

products. In the metal industry, where most of the materials and components are heavy, the

requirements  of  metal  parts  for  their  packaging  are  strength  and  durability.  Thus  the

packaging material that suppliers and manufacturers are using is wood. [3, p. 14]

The purpose and background of the study problem are presented in chapters 1.1 – 1.4.

Then in the following chapters 1.5 - 1,8  a literature review is conducted regarding national

legislation related to environmental and packaging waste requirements, as well as the legal

obligation of packaging recovery and related statistics in Finland and Europe. In the latter

part  of  the  literature  review,  methods  for  continuous  improvement  are  presented,  as  are

tools for analyzing the complicated processes, value streams and large amounts of data. In

chapter 2 the theories from the study literature are put into use in a process improvement

related to the business case of this thesis. In chapters 3 and 4 the creation of a new

operating model related to wooden packaging waste reuse and refining is presented.

1.2 Company Presentation

This study was made in John Deere Forestry Oy, which produces wheeled cut-to-length

forestry machines; harvesters and forwarders in its Joensuu factory. John Deere Forestry is

a part of Deere & Company, as brand name John Deere, which is one of the largest
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manufacturers of agricultural, construction and forestry machinery in the world.  Deere &

Company was founded in the U.S. in 1837 in Moline, Illinois. Its headquarters are located

in Moline, Illinois, with the company’s European headquarters located in the city of

Mannheim in Germany. Deere & Company has many operations and manufacturer units

around the world. In North America manufacturing is focused on agricultural and

constructions machines, such as enormous threshing machines and excavators. Most of the

European manufacturing units focus on manufacturing motors and agriculture machines,

such as tractors. [4]

The  Joensuu  factory  has  a  long  history  of  manufacturing  forestry  machines.  The  Joensuu

factory  started  operating  in  1972  under  the  names  of  Lokomo  and  later  on  Timberjack

manufacturing forwarders. In 2000 Deere & Company bought Timberjack, and transferred

their harvester production from Sweden’s Filipstad factory to Joensuu in 2003. Since 2005

the Joensuu factory has been a part of John Deere Forestry Oy. John Deere Forestry Oy has

around 1000 employees in Finland and in Europe. Its national headquarters are located in

Tampere. The Joensuu factory has around 400 employees, and is where all John Deere

CTL forestry machines are manufactured. All manufactured machines are unique and are

produced only to customer order. John Deere Forestry has several sales and after sales

service units in the Nordic countries, UK, Ireland and central Europe. In addition, it has a

worldwide dealer network. [4]

A  harvester  is  a  type  of  forestry  machine  in  cut-to-length  logging  operations  for  felling,

pruning and bucking trees. A picture of John Deere 1270E harvester is presented in figure

1. A forest harvester is typically employed together with a forwarder that hauls the logs to

a roadside landing. Cut-to-length logging (CTL) is a mechanized harvesting system in

which trees are delimbed and cut to length directly at the stump, leaving limbs and tops in

the forest. CTL is typically a two-machine operation with a harvester felling, pruning,

bucking and sorting trees. Forwarder transporting the logs from the forest to a landing area

closes to a road accessible by trucks. [5]
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Figure 1. John Deere harvester model 1270E [5]

Harvesters are all-terrain vehicle with a harvesting mechanism. An extensible boom

reaches out from the vehicle to carry the harvester head. Harvesters are available for

cutting trees up to 900 mm in diameter,  Harvesters weighing up to 20 tons,  with a boom

reaching up to 10 m radius. Larger, heavier vehicles do more damage to the forest floor,

but a longer reach helps by allowing more trees to be harvested with fewer vehicle

movements. Today harvesters are highly computerized in order to optimize cutting length,

to control the harvest area by GPS and to utilize a price list for each specific log to achieve

and archive the most economical results during harvesting. [5]

A forwarder is  a forestry vehicle that  carries big felled logs from the stump to a roadside

landing. Forwarders are typically employed together with harvesters in cut-to-length

logging operations. Forwarders are commonly categorized by their load carrying

capabilities. A forwarder carries logs clear of the ground, which can reduce soil impacts

but tends to limit  the size of the logs it  can move. A picture of the John Deere forwarder

model 1910E is presented in figure 2 below. [6]
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Figure 2. John Deere forwarder model 1910E [6]

The capital costs for a typical CTL operation, with one harvester and one forwarder, are

quite high. CTL is the primary logging method in European countries while full-tree

logging and the even older technique of tree-length logging are more popular in North

America and less developed countries, where tree sizes can exceed the capacity of the

harvester's felling head. John Deere Forestry manufactures and delivers its CTL forest

machines worldwide. CTL lends itself to timber harvesting in forestry where stems are

often harvested before they reach large dimensions. The range of forestry machines the

company produces is large, but at the moment John Deere Forestry is manufacturing 4

different models of wheeled CTL harvesters and 6 different models of forwarders in their

Joensuu factory. [5] [6]

1.3 Business Case

In this thesis the focus is in wooden packaging waste management, its process approaches

and the continuous improvement of said processes. The purpose is to find alternative, cost

effective, wooden packaging waste utilization models. Wooden package waste

development has been examined before but at the moment it is not exactly known where

wooden package waste primarily results from on a micro-level.  This thesis is connected to

the factory logistic strategy, and its internal transportation including deliveries from
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suppliers.  Answers  are  sought  to  the  following  primary  questions:   Is  the  current  factory

operating model in relation to wooden packaging waste efficient? What are the correct key

performance indicators of wooden packaging waste reuse and operative effectiveness?

What alternative operating models could be employed?

To satisfy the customer request, Order Fulfillment is a key process in managing the supply

chain. Order fulfillment involves generating, filling, delivering and servicing customer

orders. It is the customers’ orders that put the supply chain in motion, and filling them

efficiently and effectively is the first step in providing customer service. In some cases, it

is  only  through  this  process  that  the  customer  interacts  with  the  firm,  and  therefore,  the

order fulfillment process can determine the customer’s experience. To accomplish these

tasks,  companies  must  design  a  fulfillment  process  that  permits  a  firm  to  meet  customer

requests while minimizing the total delivered cost and improving efficiency. This requires

the integration of logistics, marketing, finance, purchasing, research and development, and

production within the firm, and coordination with key suppliers and customers. The order

fulfillment process is managed at the factory side. [7, p. 19-20]

At the factory operational level, the order fulfillment process focuses on transactions, while

at the strategic level; management can focus on making critical improvements to the

process which influences the financial performance of the factory, its customers and its

suppliers. Order fulfillment directly affects product availability which influences the total

sales volume. Thus, order fulfillment can affect the financial performance at the factory

side, as well as other members of the supply chain. Ordered forestry machines set the

factory master plan schedule.

1.3.1 The company manufacturing strategy

A master plan schedule (MPS) is a plan for the production of an individual forestry

machine in a specified time period. It  is  linked to manufacturing where the plan indicates

when  and  how much of  each  machine  will  be  demanded.  It  is  also  a  plan  that  quantifies

significant processes, parts, and other resources in order to optimize production, to identify

bottlenecks, and to anticipate needs and completed goods. Master plan schedules do not

include every aspect of production, but only key elements that have proven their control of
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the production process effectively. These include forecast demand, capacity, machines’

models, lead times and available storage. Since an MPS drives a significant amount of

factory activity, its accuracy and viability dramatically affects profitability when machines

are transferred as a line up-list.  A line-up list  is  a finalized list  for machines,  which have

been agreed to be manufactured in a certain time period. The master plan schedule

translates the business plan, including forecast demand, into a production plan using

planned orders in a true multi-level optional component scheduling environment.  MPS

helps avoid shortages, costly expediting, last minute scheduling, and inefficient allocation

of resources. MPS especially allows a factory to consolidate production capacity, logistics

and purchasing and forecasts for any level of the Bill  of Material  (BOM) for any type of

part, which is needed to produce lined up machines.

A master production schedule is necessary for the factory and its organizations to

synchronize their operations and become more efficient. When volumes are increasing the

master plan schedule is a critical tool in identifying gaps in processes which might

influence the ability to produce and deliver machines on time. An effective use of master

plan schedule has the following advantages:

Providing production, planning, purchasing, and management the information to

plan and control manufacturing both daily and for longer periods

Increasing the efficiency and accuracy of a factory's manufacturing

Connecting overall business planning and forecasting to detail operations

Enabling marketing to make legitimate delivery commitments to warehouses and

customers

The Joensuu factory production is  divided into two main departments:  fabrication and an

assembly department. In fabrication forestry machines’ frames, booms and pillars are

welded and machined. Most of the welded metal parts are delivered from suppliers in

collected metal packages to the factory and welding stations in accordance to the order.

After welding, frames and booms are machined. Welded and machined parts are painted

before assembly. In the assembly line harvesters and forwarders are manufactured as per

request  of the master plan schedule.  The assembly department is  divided to pre-assemble

working stations, the main assembly line and the end-assembly line. The main assembly
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line manufactures power frames and the end-assembly line combine power frames and rear

frames before the machines are ready for pressure control and test drives.

1.3.2 Materials and supply network requirements

Logistics and purchasing have an important role in the manufacturing process. Each

machine model has an individual Bill of Material (BOM) which is handled by the company

Product  Data  Management  system.  A  bill  of  material  is  a  list  of  the  raw  materials,  sub-

assemblies, sub-components, parts and the quantities of each needed to manufacture a

forest machine. Normally a bill of material can define products as they are designed

(engineering bills of materials), as they are ordered (sales bills of materials), and as they

are built (manufacturing bills of materials). Manufacturing bills of materials (MBOM) are

used  in  the  factory;  these  containing  all  the  parts  and  assemblies  required  for  building  a

complete and shippable product. An MBOM is organized with regards to how the forestry

machines are designed, with the MBOM focusing on the parts that are needed to

manufacture any forest machine model. The manufacturing bills of materials also include

information about how the parts relate to each other. The MBOM typically contains more

information than what is needed for the materials resources planning (MRP), which is a

part of the master production schedule. [7, p. 20-21]

Material requirements planning is a production planning and inventory control system used

to manage manufacturing processes, purchasing and delivering activities. An MRP system

is intended to simultaneously meet three objectives in the factory:

Ensuring that materials are available for production and forestry machines are

available for delivery to customers

Plan manufacturing activities, delivery schedules and purchasing activities

Maintaining the lowest possible material and product levels in store

 [7, p. 21]

The basic functions of an MRP system in a factory include: inventory control, bill of

material processing and elementary scheduling. It helps a factory to maintain inventory

levels. A factory and its manufacturing organizations face daily practical challenges, where

customers want products to be available in a shorter time than it takes to manufacture
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them. This means that both master plan scheduling and master plan resourcing are critical

roles in factory manufacturing. The factory needs to control the types and quantities of

materials it purchases, plan which forestry machine model is to be produced and in which

quantities, and to ensure that they are able to meet current and future customer demands.

1.3.3 The role of wooden packaging

The used packaging material, package size and package type ranges are wide in the

factory, but most of the materials, parts, sub-assemblies and sub-components are delivered

in different kinds of wooden packaging. Because many materials are metal and their

weights and shapes can vary a lot, wooden packages are perfect for transportation and

storing, as wooden packaging is durable enough. The supplier network is wide, and

logistics together with purchasing have an important role in choosing the kind of

packaging used for delivered materials, as well as deciding upon the transportation method

employed. Each material has an individual bill of material (BOM) and they are handled by

the factory Product Data Management (PDM) system. A bill of material includes the used

packaging  type,  its  dimensions,  materials  and  most  importantly,  material  code  for

identification.

Every part, sub-assembly and sub-component has a unique F-code. F-codes are attached to

each packaging as a label. F-code labeled materials enable efficiency in manufacturing and

also ensure mistakes are not made when different forestry machines models are produced.

Material codes are used to ensure material availability as the factory manufacturing master

plan schedule and line up requires, as well as to control material inventory levels and

traceability from suppliers to a factory and each forestry machine. Correct and complete

marking of packages helps to prevent incorrect deliveries, incorrect handling, accidents,

losses in weight and volume and customs fines. Markings must be clear and precise. They

should be applied on adhesive labels and colors should stand out clearly from that of the

package; black is usually employed. If possible black symbols on a white background

should be used. It must be ensured that the marking is applied in a legible and durable

manner in the cases of both the marking being applied directly onto the package and when

adhesive labels are used. [3, p. 231, 237]
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An adequate marking is an indispensable component of the package. If the marking differs

from the details on the carriage documents, objections may be raised by customs

authorities. If the handling marking is inadequate, parties whose actions during the

transport,  handling  or  storage  of  the  product  have  caused  damage  may be  excluded  from

liability. A complete marking must be comprised of the following three parts: shipping

mark, information mark and handling instructions. [3, p. 231, 237]

The shipping mark has to contain:

Initial letters of receiver

Identification number: order number

Total number of items in the complete consignment

Number of the package in the consignment

Place and port of destination

Information mark has to contain:

Country of origin: Statement of the country of origin is often mandatory.

Indication of weight of package: packages must be marked with details of weight.

With regard to ease of transport,  handling and storage,  the relevant standards also

recommend indicating weight from a lower threshold.

Dimensions of packages: dimensions are stated in centimeters.

Handling instructions and marks help to ensure that greater care is taken with carriage

handling. These must to contain:

the top and bottom

where the center of gravity

whether it is at risk of breakage

where the loading tackle may be slung

whether the package is sensitive to climatic conditions [3, p. 233]

The symbols for package handling instructions are internationally standardized and they

must never be omitted as they are self-explanatory and so overcome language problems in

international and domestic transport operations. Packaging is quite often specified by the
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factory manufacturing requirements, if possible. Delivery and transportation methods set

the primary requirements for the packaging, but working practices in manufacturing and

assembly also have a huge influence on the used packaging type. The operators should be

able to easily and effectively take into use and handle materials and parts in manufacturing.

In addition, materials should be packaged in such a way that the can be effectively

transported internally to their storage location or place of use on the production line. The

most typical types of wooden packaging are wooden pallets, wooden boxes and specially

made wooden packages. Wooden packages have to fulfill several functions related to

delivered products. Primary functions, which for the most part concern the technical nature

of the packaging, can be divided into three sub-functions: [8]

Protective function

Storage function

Loading and transport function

The protective function of packaging essentially involves protecting the delivered material,

parts, sub-assemblies and sub-components from the environment and vice versa. The

inward protective function is intended to ensure full retention of the utility value of the

packaged goods. The packaging is thus intended to protect the goods from loss, damage

and theft. Delivered parts and material have been purchased for lined up forestry machines.

In the case of material damage, this can affect the factory manufacturing schedule and

productivity. In the worst case, areas in the production line are stopped and forestry

machine shipments to customers are delayed. [3, p. 237-240]

In addition, packaging must also be reliably able to withstand the many different static and

dynamic forces to which it is subjected during transport, handling and storage operations.

The parts and the material frequently also require protection from climatic conditions, such

as humidity, temperature, precipitation and solar radiation. For metal parts and electrical

components one remarkable feature against which protection is needed is corrosion.

Corrosion  is  the  term  used  to  describe  the  degradation  in  quality  of  a  usually  metallic

material due to chemical or electrochemical attack. Corrosion is now also used to describe

similar effects on other materials. Corrosion can be caused by several issues:

Seawater
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As a result of temperature changes combined with elevated levels of relative

humidity.

Dirt and gasses in the air, such as salts

Hygroscopic packaging materials with an elevated water content

Residues of processing agents used for metal cleaning

Finger marks on metal surfaces

There is little awareness of just how carefully metal components must be cleaned before

the application of the corrosion protection methods. Careful pretreatment and cleaning is

essential before parts and materials are packed if the corrosion protection methods are to be

in any way successful. Corrosion can be eliminated with correct protective packaging, in

addition to pretreatment and cleaning the items before packaging. If metal parts or

components are subjected to dirt and dust and salt residues are not completely removed and

the item completely dried, corrosion may occur under the protective coating when the

protective  coating  method  is  used.  Cleaning  is  performed  either  with  water,  which

depending upon the item being cleaned, may contain certain additives, which being

multipurpose cleaners, may be used in a greater number of applications. After cleaning, the

cleaned metal parts are then dried before further processing leading up to packaging. At

this point it must be ensured that no further contamination occurs. [3, p. 242-245]

The inward and outward protective function primarily places demands upon the strength

and resistance properties of the transport wooden packaging. The outward protection

provided by the packaging must prevent any environmental degradation by the parts and

materials. This requirement is of particular significance in the transport of sub-assemblies,

sub-components and especially hazardous materials, with protection of humans being of

primary importance. The packaging must furthermore as far as possible prevent any

damage or other negative impact upon the environment and other material. The storage

function of packaging principally involves all logistic chains from suppliers to the factory.

The wooden packaging required for producing packages must be stored in many different

locations both before the packaging of materials and once the package contents, that is,

parts, have been used in production. Wooden packaging must thus also fulfill a storage

function. [3, p. 244-246]
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Packaging thus has a crucial impact on the efficiency of transport, handling and the storage

of materials. Packaging should therefore be designed to be easily handled and to permit

space-saving storage and stowage both during transportation and in the factory

manufacturing process. Convenient parts and material handling is primarily concerned

with loading and transport functions. It entails designing transport packaging in such a

manner that it may be lifted, moved, set down and stowed efficiently and safely. The shape

and strength of wooden packages should be such that they may not only be stowed side by

side, leaving practically no empty spaces, but may also be stowed safely one above the

other or on shelves. [8]

Heavy parts and materials must be accommodated in wooden packages which are well

suited for mechanical handling. When handling is to be entirely or partially manual, the

package must be easy to pick up and must be of a suitable mass. Such items of freight must

be lifted by a forklift or other material handling equipment and be provided with

convenient load-bearing lifting points for the lifting gear, with the points being specially

marked where necessary with handling marks. The strength of the wooden package

required in stowing material on top of each other demonstrates the close relationship

between the loading and transport function and the protective function. The loading and

transport functions place requirements upon the external shape of the wooden package,

upon the mass of the material accommodated inside and upon the convenient use of

packaging aids. [8]

Wooden packaging also has some secondary and tertiary functions.  Service and guarantee

functions are the two main secondary functions. The various items of information labelled

and printed on the wooden packaging provide the supply chain and factory manufacturing

with  details  about  the  contents  and  the  use  of  the  particular  material.  The  guarantee

function is important in that it allows the supplying of an undamaged and unblemished

package, where the manufacturer guarantees that the details on the packaging correspond

to the contents. The wooden package may also perform a further function once the contents

have been used or being reused in another purpose. The packaging is therefore the basis for

the right material, protection and product liability. There are legislative requirements

which demand that materials be clearly marked with details indicating their nature,
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composition, weight, quantity and storage. The additional function in particular relates to

the extent to which the packaging materials may be reused or refined once the package

contents have been used. [8]

1.3.4 The Company environmental approach

The Joensuu factory has been certified for ISO 14001 and John Deere Corporation

Environmental Managements systems (EMS). Using these management systems and their

processes the factory is able to assure that they pay adequate attention to environmental

issues in daily operation. John Deere EMS focuses on environmental risk management and

ensures that the certified unit fulfills local legislation and the company’s global

requirements in relation to environmental aspects. The ISO 14001 environmental

management system also focuses environmental risk assessment in relation to identified

environmental aspects, but is more concerned with continuous improvement. The structure

and processes of the environmental management systems are described in figure 3.

Figure 3.  The environmental management system structure

The environmental management system is based on global environmental policy. This

policy expresses company commitment for managing environmental issues and continuous

improvement in relation to environmental aspects. The main part of the process is

assessing environmental aspects and environmental risks. Guided by the factory and the

company’s core values the environmental policy commits to innovation, integrity and

quality in conducting business in a manner that protects employees, customers,

communities, suppliers and the environment. In addition, it complies with regulatory

requirements; forestry machine designs and factory operation must meet or exceed the

requirements of relevant and applicable industry safety standards. In addition, the policy
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states that the factory and the company have to fully comply with legal and regulatory

requirements, often targeting a more stringent performance than the law requires. A factory

and company-wide focus on quality extends to environmental programs, emphasizing

continuous improvement and a belief that this commitment to the responsible management

of human and natural resources contributes to the sustainable growth of the factory.

Based on the environmental policy and environmental risk assessment the factory defines

aims and actions which are long term goals. In order to achieve defined long term

environmental milestones, the factory sets yearly environmental goals. Each goal has an

individual project plan and key performance indicator (KPI) which supports and

contributes to measuring success and achieving the goal. Every year the factory

management team approves goals in a company compliance letter and follows up on the

performance made towards the goals with annual management reviews. Making

environmental considerations a priority throughout the product life-cycle, including

business planning and decision-making, the factory can develop and implement

management systems for the environmental aspects it focuses on, and assure legal and

regulatory compliance.

One critical issue for identified environmental aspects is waste fraction and waste

handling. The Joensuu factory’s total waste fraction, waste handling and processes for the

disposal of waste are well known. All waste fractions, created at the factory, are monitored

and  almost  all  of  them are  recycled  and  treated  as  energy  in  end  use.  Only  a  very  minor

share of all waste ends up at a landfill. A portion of the factory’s recycled waste is shown

in table 1. The shares of energy waste and wooden waste are the most significant and have

increased yearly. The largest contributors to energy waste are plastic packaging materials,

which originate from materials by suppliers and materials used in manufacturing. The

other  significant  portion  of  the  factory’s  recycled  waste  is  wooden  waste,  the  origins  of

which are not well known. Based on visual evidence, an assumption can be made that most

of the wooden waste originates from wooden packaging. At the moment all wooden waste

is recycled in energy production with a subcontractor.

The Joensuu factory was awarded a new environmental permit on 5.5.2013. With regards

to the new permit, the authorities’ purpose was to review and verify the existing and valid
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environmental permit. The new environmental permit has 10 specific regulations that

specify how the factory needs to control, observe and be aware of the conditions related to

factory operations and to the prevention of pollution. One regulation in the new

environmental permit requires that the factory has to take material efficiency into account

in  its  operation.  The  factory  is  required  to  find  all  individual  waste  streams  generated  by

production and possibilities for reducing them. A full account of this has to be provided

within five years. [9]

Table 1. The Joensuu factory’s recycled waste by different waste streams

1.4 The Scope of the thesis

Thesis work was started on the impulse and requirement from the factory management to

determine the packaging waste amount and appropriateness of wooden packaging in the

Joensuu factory. The thesis was done for the New Packaging Solutions program and

special focus was given to wooden packaging related issues. The project scope outlined

focusing only on wooden waste fraction and used wooden packaging, as the assumption

was that the amount of wooden packaging has increased in the factory and thus therein can

be found the greatest opportunities to improve the factory’s environmental impact and one

of the main key performance indicators: waste generated in manufacturing per

manufactured machine. Furthermore, management felt that by focusing on used wooden

packaging and total wooden waste, the project scope would be aligned with the company’s
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environmental aspects, environmental goal setting, continuous improvement and the new

environmental permit regulation requirements.

The factory’s wooden waste development has been followed, but at the beginning of the

project it was not known where the wooden waste originated from. The main research

problem was  outlined  by  focusing  on  studying  the  current  operating  model  in  relation  to

the wooden packaging used by the factory supply network and factory manufacturing. In

addition, the research process tried to find an answer to whether the current wooden

packaging waste reuse and recycling model is efficient and how it corresponds to

legislation. The main goal of the thesis was a new operating model proposal for the

Joensuu factory, related to wooden package treatment which will contribute operative

effectiveness and significantly reduce wooden packaging waste when observed according

to the main key performance indicator.

1.5 Legislation

1.5.1 National legislation requirements

The starting point for the European Union Directives’ implementation in Finland has been

that the national legislation is already comprehensive. In order for the directives to be

enforced without compromises Finland has changed its effective legislation in such a way

that the general obligation regarding of government activities are align with directives. In

Finland, public openness is the main principle with regards to all administrative matters,

including environmental affairs. The Ministry of the Environment is concerned with

matters related to the environment, with the goal of safeguarding a good environmental

status and ecologically sustainable development. Furthermore, the Ministry of the

Environment has issued a decision that provides detailed instructions for the

implementation of the EU directives. The decision concerns the tasks of the regional

environment centers and the Finnish Environment Institute for the purpose of ensuring the

availability, active and systematic distribution, and quality of environmental information.

The ministry's strategic objectives are as follows: [10]

to identify and manage environmental risks

to stabilize greenhouse gases at a level preventing dangerous changes
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to improve the material and energy efficiency of production and consumption

The means to reach these objectives include legislation, financial instruments, voluntary

guidance and promoting awareness of the environment.  The main instruction guidelines

related to environmental legislation and waste handling are:

Environmental Protection Act (527/2014)

Environmental Protection Decree (713/2014)

The citations related to regulations are unofficial translations, which are available in PDF

format in FINLEX, the Data Bank of Finnish Legislation. [10]

1.5.2 Environmental legislation

The Environmental Protection Act applies to all activities that lead or may lead to

environmental pollution. The act also applies to activities that generate waste and to waste

disposal. The objective of this act is:

1) to prevent the pollution of the environment

2) to repair and reduce damage caused by pollution

3) to prevent the generation and the harmful effects of waste

4) to safeguard a healthy and ecologically diverse and sustainable environment

5) to promote sustainable use of natural resources

6) to improve of the impact of activities that pollute the environment

7) to improve citizens' opportunities to influence decisions concerning the

environment

8) to combat climate change and otherwise support sustainable development

The environmental Protection Act contains general principles that apply to activities that

pose a risk of pollution and general duties to operators, such as companies, who must have

sufficient knowledge of their activities' environmental impact and risks and of ways to

reduce  any  harmful  effects.  The  Ministry  of  the  Environment  is  in  charge  of  the  general

steering, surveillance and development referred to in the Environmental Protection Act.

Within its territory, the Centre for Economic Development, Transport and the Environment

steers and promotes the execution of duties referred to in provisions issued in the act, and
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under its mandate enforces these provisions and exercises its right to defend public

environmental interests in decision-making. In addition, the general duties and principles

laid down are also connected to the Waste Act (646/2011), which applies to companies and

must be observed in activities posing a risk of pollution. [11, p. 1-4] [12]

The act requires further provisions concerning certain activities, and the industry and

operations may be given a decree by the government to prevent the risk of pollution in

such matters as waste treatment and waste management. In addition, the government may,

for the purpose of enforcing the relevant acts of the European Community and Finland’s

international obligations, issue decrees laying down provisions on the validity and

reviewing of an environmental permit and the regulations contained in the permit. In such

an  instance  a  company  has  an  obligation  to  provide  information  to  authorities  on

provisions in a decree, e.g. emissions and waste resulting from a specified activity and the

waste received during the activity.  [12]

For the purpose of implementing this act, municipal councils may issue general regulations

on the basis of local circumstances, pertaining to the entire municipality or to a part of

municipal environmental protection regulations. Before an environmental protection

regulation is issued, a relevant Centre for Economic Development, Transport and the

Environment shall be provided with an opportunity to state their opinion. The regulations

may apply to environmental protection requirements regarding the location of activities

outside local detailed plan areas or call for providing information required for supervision.

The municipal environmental protection committee may grant an exception to an

environmental protection regulation. [11, p. 7-8]

1.5.3 Environmental permit purpose

Quite often the local regional environmental center makes decisions in matters related to

environmental permits, such as that of the Joensuu forestry machine factory. The permit

and enforcement duties of a municipality are the responsibility of the municipal

environmental protection committee, which exercises its right to defend public

environmental interests in decision-making and supervise granted environmental permits.

In the municipalities, the municipal environmental protection committee is the primary
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environmental permit authority. The regional State administrative agency supports the

operations of the municipal environmental protection authority in matters falling within its

remit. The relevant environmental permit authority shall decide matters related to

environmental permits. [11, p. 8]

General environmental permit requirements are described in the Environmental Protection

Act. A permit is required for activities that pose a threat of environmental pollution.

Activities subject to a permit are prescribed in more detail in a decree, but the metal

industry and particularly requirements for companies producing metal works of nonferrous

metals  are  mentioned.  This  is  one  reason  for  why the  Joensuu  factory  also  has  to  have  a

valid environmental permit. Another Environmental Protection Act requirement, which

concerns the Joensuu factory, refers to processes involving the use of volatile organic

compounds. Plants in which volatile organic compounds are used at a rate, excluding the

amounts bound into the products, of at least 10 tons per year or a corresponding peak

consumption of at least 20 kilos per hour are within the scope of Environmental permit. An

environmental permit is also required for:

treatment of waste on a professional basis or at an installation

activities that may cause pollution of a water body

activities that may place an unreasonable burden on the surroundings

conducting wastewater that may lead to the pollution of a ditch or spring

test drilling for oil or gas, the exploitation of a deposit and other related activities in

Finnish territorial waters and in Finland's exclusive economic zone.

[11, p.14] [13, p. 18]

A permit is required for any alteration of an activity that increases emissions or the effects

thereof or any other material alteration of an activity for which a permit has already been

granted. For the purposes of environmental permits, the activities shall be understood as

covering primary activities plus supplementary support activities as these form a

technically and productively integrated operational unit whose environmental impacts or

waste management require for them to be examined together. This also concerns the

Joensuu factory’s operations in the form of a newly granted environmental permit. Permit

applications must include, among other details:
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details of the property and the facilities

activities located thereon facilities

a general description of the activities concerned

information on output, processes, equipment, structures and their location

information on the types, quantities and properties of waste generated by the

process

the capacity which it is relevant to the consideration of the application

information on the location of activities and local environmental conditions

an assessment of the environmental impacts of the activities

[13, p. 22]

Permit applications must also include the following information relevant to the

consideration of the application as is applicable bearing in mind the nature and impacts of

the activities:

available information on the quality of the environment

information on proposed energy use and an assessment of energy efficiency

an account of proposed measures to reduce the amount of waste, to recover waste,

to  collect  and  transport  waste  and  where  the  waste  is  to  be  taken  for  recovery  or

disposal

an account of proposed action to reduce and clean up discharges

an assessment of the application of the best available technique

proposed action to prevent accidents and action to be taken in the event of incidents

information on the proposed use of raw materials, chemicals and other materials in

the production, long-term storage, short-term storage and consumption of fuels

an assessment of the risks to those attendant in the activities

detailed information on types and sources of discharges and on noise levels

details of transport and traffic arrangements

an account of any environmental management systems

information on the supervision and monitoring of activities

[13, p. 23-24]
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In addition, if the activities relate to the recovery or disposal of waste the service provider

must also include an account of the quality and quantity of waste intended for recovery or

disposal. The company also has to include information on the area from which waste is to

be  taken  for  recovery  or  to  disposal  on  waste  collection  and  transportation  which  will  be

organized by the applicant and the processes of waste recovery and disposal. In addition to

paying attention to said processes, the waste type, quality and quantity of waste produced

by recovery or disposal and its  further recovery or disposal should be taken into account.

The Joensuu factory’s waste management operations have covered these areas in very fine

detail  for  the  factory  environmental  permit  and  wooden  waste,  as  one  fraction,  has  been

taken into account. Requirements concerning recovery and reuse of waste are aligned with

the goals of focusing as a factory side on the reduction of wooden packaging waste

amount. [13, p. 24-26]

No permit is required, however, if the alteration of activity does not increase

environmental impact or risks and the alteration does not require revision of the permit. If

appropriate, a regulation may be issued on delivering mixed municipal waste, either

recoverable, or intended for disposal and for which the municipality is responsible, or other

waste intended for disposal, to a treatment facility. Permits shall contain necessary

regulations for the purpose of preventing pollution, waste and reduction of their quantity

and harmfulness. In addition, the necessary regulations on waste and waste management

concerning the observance and provisions shall be issued under the permit. [11, p.14] Such

permits can also concern the disposal of other waste or waste originating in a certain area

which may be treated. For a special reason it may be stipulated in the permit that the permit

authority may issue more detailed permit regulations. The permit authority may stipulate a

condition in the environmental permit that derogates from a requirement in a government

decree. A permit regulation may be stricter than a specific minimum environmental

protection requirement contained in a Government decree, pertaining to purposes such as:

to ensure that environmental quality requirements by the decree are met

for the purpose of meeting the preconditions for granting a permit

for the use of the best available technology

 to protect waters

[11, p. 22, 25]
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A permit granted for a fixed period expires when the period ends, unless otherwise

stipulated in the permit decision. The supervisory authority must carry out inspections of

activities  which  have  been  granted  a  permit  as  often  as  is  necessary  in  order  to  monitor

operations. Inspections are also mandatory in the situations referred to in the

Environmental Protection Act. Inspections must also be carried out in response to requests

by an operator, an interested party, or anyone else, except in cases where an inspection

must be considered as manifestly unnecessary. [11, p. 25] The Joensuu factory’s

environmental permit is supervised by the Joensuu city environmental authorities annually.

In addition, the John Deere Corporation monitors that the Joensuu factory fulfills its legal

requirements. John Deere monitors these obligations using annual environmental audits as

a tool to verify that factory meets the requirements.

1.5.4 Requirements of general waste legislation

Finnish waste legislation covers all forms of waste, which are further covered by separate

laws. Finnish waste legislation is largely based on the EU legislation, but in some cases

includes stricter standards and limits than those applied in the EU as a whole.  Taxes and

fees payable in relation to waste are generally included in legislation on taxation, although

some fees are included in waste legislation. Finland also has legislation on some issues

related to waste that have not yet been covered by the EU legislation. The negative

environmental impact of waste is also addressed in legislation on environmental protection.

Other statutes covering specific economic activities also include certain controls related to

waste. In addition, waste treatment and recovery has also been addressed. Legislation on

specific waste types, products and activities also covers packaging and packaging waste.

[10]

Waste Act (646/2011)

Waste Decree (179/2012)

Government Decree on waste incineration (151/2013)

Government Decision on packaging and packaging waste (962/1997).
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1.5.5 Waste act purpose

The purpose of the Waste Act is to prevent hazard and harm to human health and the

environment posed by waste and waste management, to reduce the amount and

harmfulness of waste, to promote the sustainable use of natural resources, to ensure

functioning waste management, and to prevent littering. Due to Waste Act definition,

waste means any substance or object which the holder discards, intends to discard or is

required to discard.  A further provision by types of waste for when a substance or object

no longer constitutes waste, may be given by government decree if:

it will not pose any hazard or harm to human health or the environment

meets the existing regulations applicable to similar products

the substance or object is commonly used for a specific purpose

the substance or object has undergone a recovery operation

the substance or object fulfills technical requirements for specific purposes

a market or demand exists for the substance or object

[14, p. 1-3]

The Waste Act also determines purposes and definitions, which are described both earlier

in this thesis and later on. Critical definitions are described below:

waste management means the collection, transport, recovery and disposal of

waste, including monitoring and supervision of such operations

waste collection means the collection of waste at a reception point provided by the

property holder, producer, municipality, distributor or other party, including

preliminary sorting and temporary storage of waste

waste treatment refers to the recovery or disposal of waste, including preparation

for recovery or disposal

recovery of waste means  any  operation  whose  principal  result  is  waste  serving  a

useful purpose in a production facility

recycling of waste means operations by which waste is reprocessed into a product,

material or substance, either for the original or some other purpose

waste producer means anyone whose activities produce waste
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waste holder means the waste producer

reduction of the quantity and harmfulness of waste means activity, before a

product becomes waste, that promotes the re-use of the product, extends its lifetime

or prevents the generation of waste in other ways

re-use means re-using the product, or a component thereof, for the purpose for

which it was originally conceived

preparing for re-use means checking, cleaning or repairing recovery operations,

by which products or components of products are prepared so that they can be re-

used without further pre-processing

disposal of waste means depositing the waste at a landfill, incineration without

energy recovery, or some other comparable activity that does not constitute

recovery [14, p. 3-5]

The Waste Act offers instruction on general  obligations and principles in complying with

the order of waste priority. According to the Act all activities shall comply with the

following order of priority: first priority shall be given to reducing the quantity and

harmfulness  of  waste  generated.  If,  however,  waste  is  generated,  the  waste  holder  shall

first and foremost prepare the waste for re-use, or, secondarily, recycle it. If recycling is

not possible, the waste holder shall recover the waste in other ways, including recovery as

energy. If recovery is not possible, disposal of the waste shall be carried out. [14, p. 6]

With regards to the generation of wooden and wooden packaging waste in the Joensuu

factory, the first and second priority has been taken into account, with the first priority

taking precedence.

An operator, such as a company, whose production generates waste, shall comply with the

order of priority as a binding obligation so as to ensuring that the best result is achieved.

Such  assessment  observes  the  impacts  occurring  during  the  lifecycle  of  the  product  and

waste, and the precautionary principle and duty of care in environmental protection,

alongside the operator’s technical and economic prerequisites for complying with the order

of priority. In addition, further provisions may be given by government decree on the

quantitative targets and obligations concerning among others the reduction of quantity,

preparation for the re-use of waste or its recycling and other recovery. Targets and
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obligations  may  differ  by  type  of  waste.  The  Waste  Act  sets  obligations  also  for  the

product manufacturer, e.g. the Joensuu factory. [14, p. 6]

Product manufacturers shall ensure that they meet the requirements listed below:

In manufacturing the production method generates as little waste as possible

raw materials should be used sparingly in production

raw materials produced from waste or recycled products or components are to be

used in production

the product and its use generates as little waste as possible

the use of raw materials which include substances harmful to human health and the

environment is avoided in production

such raw materials are replaced with less harmful ones

the product is not unnecessarily packed

the product is durable, re-usable and recoverable as waste

the product,  as waste,  does not constitute a hazard or cause harm to human health

or the environment

Locally waste management operators are trained and given the necessary information on

the re-use, dismantling and recycling of the product or components. If necessary, the

product manufacturer shall ensure due to the Act that the product is labelled with markings

clarifying its properties and facilitating use, re-use, waste management and the

apportioning of producer responsibility or that information on these aspects is attached to

the product. Furthermore product users are informed of the labelling on the product and the

significance and of arrangements for re-use and waste management. [14, p. 6-7]

Those engaged in production, and the product manufacturer, e.g. the Joensuu factory, must

be aware of the waste generated in production or by both the environmental and human

health impacts of the product and its related waste management details. The waste holder

must be aware of the origin, quantity, type and quality of waste and other relevant

properties in order to organize waste management. In addition, the waste holder has to also

be aware of the impacts on human health and the environment by the waste, as well as of
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waste management, and provide information regarding these to other waste management

operators. In addition, a possibility of developing the production process or the product so

as to reduce the quantity and harmfulness of waste must be facilitated. The costs of waste

disposal and the related fee shall include the costs of establishing a disposal facility or site

and the use of the site or facility. As part of waste management, waste of different types

and quality shall be collected and kept separate when necessary to prevent hazard or harm

being posed to human health or the environment. This should comply with the order of

priority described earlier or to facilitate appropriate arrangements of waste management.

[14, p. 8]

The Ministry of the Environment is responsible for the general guidance, monitoring and

development of operations under the Waste Act. Within its area of operation, each center

for economic development, transport and the environment directs and promotes the

management of duties. In accordance with this Waste Act a municipal authority, that is, a

municipal waste management authority, such as Joensuu city, shall manage administrative

functions related to waste management within the purview of the municipality. A

municipality may organize the administrative functions of the municipal waste

management authority by managing the functions itself, through agreements and together

with another municipality or as a member of a federation of municipalities managing the

functions in question. The municipal environmental protection committee may delegate the

powers referred to in the Waste Act for any provisions laid down on the authority that

otherwise  manages  the  duties  in  question  and  handles  appeals  on  decisions  made  by  this

authority. However, the related powers cannot be delegated to an official in a matter

involving the exercise of administrative enforcement. The municipality shall organize

advisory, information and education services in order to reduce the quantity and

harmfulness of waste generated by the activities to ensure the appropriate implementation

of waste management. [14, p.11-12]

Waste may only be delivered to a party which is pursuant to approval or entry in the waste

management registers. Due to the register a party has the right to receive the waste in

question under an environmental permit granted in accordance with the Environmental

Protection Act. Waste may also be delivered to a consignee not required to obtain the

approval, entry, environmental permit or registration if the consignee has sufficient
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expertise in both the financial and technical capacities of organizing waste management.

According to the Act the party should be registered in the environmental protection

database and thereby have the right to receive the waste in question. Regardless of the

method of sale, a producer, e.g. Joensuu factory, is responsible of its products, such as,

among others, used packaging and packed products. [14, 13-20]

1.5.6 Packaging and packaging waste legislation

When packaging is taken out of use, it becomes waste. Packaging waste may be recovered

in two ways:

by recycling, as raw material for a new product

o for example, to make cores in the paper industry from cardboard boxes

recovery of packaging as energy

o for example, incinerating wooden pallets or cardboard as fuel.

The Finnish legislation imposes on firms the obligation to attend to the recovery of

packaging. Merely sorting does not constitute recovery of packaging, while only packaging

taken out of use is waste. The Council of State Decree on packaging and packaging waste

is based on the EU packaging directive 94/62/EC and EU packaging directive amendment

2004/12/EC. The law applies to all packers and firms importing packed products with a

turnover of 1 million euros or more. The regulations also apply to all packaging and

packaging waste generated by its use. The aim of the legislation is:

to reduce the quantity of packaging waste

to prevent environmental impacts and the introduction of trade barriers

to increase the recovery of packaging as material for new products or as energy

to prevent the distortion and restriction of competition through equitable treatment

of packaging materials

[15, p. 1] [16]

The recovery of packaging has to be carried out in compliance with the targets that the EU

has confirmed with Finland. The packaging directive has been enforced in Finland through

the Waste Act 1072/1993, the Council of State decision on packaging and packaging waste
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962/1997. The more precise obligations concerning reuse and recovery are based on

Council of State decision 962/1997. Relevant producer responsibility was added to the

Waste Act and has also formed the basis of producer responsibility for packaging. The new

Waste Act 646/2011 came into effect on 1st of May 2012. The new decree related to

producer responsibility for packaging will come into effect after government approval of

its  date  of  entry  into  effect,  which  is  on  1st of  May  2015  at  the  earliest.  Until  said  date

previous legislation will be observed concerning the recovery of packaging. The purpose

of the Council of State decision is to reduce the environmental harm caused by packaging

and packaging waste, and to prevent barriers to trade and distortion and restriction of

competition. The decision applies to packaging placed and consumed on the Finnish

market where the packaging waste is generated. In addition, packaging waste that is

provided to the market from elsewhere falls within the scope of this legislation. The

primary aim is to prevent the generation of packaging waste.  The other aims are to reuse

packaging and to recycle and otherwise recover packaging waste in order to reduce the

amount sent for final disposal. [16]

Most of the definitions are important when investigating packaging waste generation and

monitoring its legal requirements. The decision defines packaging and issues related to it

precisely, with the most important definitions being described below.

packer means the commercial packer of a product or the importer of a packed

product

packaging means a product consisting of any material, intended for storing and

protecting goods to allow their handling and transportation

packaging waste management means the collection, transport, recovery and

disposal of packaging waste

recycling means the reprocessing of waste in a production process or its use as raw

material for its original or some other purpose

packaging waste means a packaging or packaging material which the holder is

required to discard with the exclusion of production residue

disposal means the operations referred to in the Waste Decree aimed at rendering

the waste harmless or permanently depositing it
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prevention mean reducing the volume and environmental harm from packaging

and packaging waste throughout the life-cycle of the packaging

reuse means all operations whereby a packaging designed and made for a certain

minimum number of repeated uses

o a packaging becomes packaging waste when it is no longer filled or reused

recovery means the operations referred to in the Waste Decree, aimed at leading to

the separation and further use of the material or energy in the packaging waste

energy recovery means the direct incineration of combustible waste

[15 p. 1, 5]

1.5.7 The definition of legal obligation

The decision sets requirements for the packers and other operators who are involved in

packaging or packaging waste. A packer is every firm manufacturing any product that uses

packaging materials to protect its products, for example in production, storage, transport

and distribution. The packer of a product is most often its manufacturer. Packers shall

prevent the generation of packaging waste and see to the reuse of packaging and recovery

of packaging waste and carry the costs of proportion to the volume and type of packaging

they place on the market. In addition, a wholesale business or another distributor is a

packer if it adds packaging to its products. Correspondingly operators other than packers

must act in such a way that packers can fulfill their duties. [16]

The producer organizations cooperating together with economic operators must see to the

fulfillment of their duties concerning waste management. Final users of packaging, such as

the Joensuu factory, are entitled to assign a packaging, cleaned and sorted according to the

instructions,  for reuse.  The packer and the local authority or a contractual waste transport

shall cooperate in organizing recovery of packaging waste and in other related issues in

waste management. Packers must see to it that packaging meets the essential requirements

laid down in the decision concerning reusability and recoverability. The producer of the

packaging waste shall sort the waste and deliver it to a collection point on the relevant

property. When a waste transport does not exist the holder of packaging waste can deliver

the recoverable waste to the packer for recovery as agreed. The packaging and packaging
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waste council decision include essential requirements concerning, among other matters, the

reusability and recoverability of packaging and packaging waste. [16]

Concerning its  manufacturing and composition,  packaging shall  be manufactured so as to

be as small and as light as possible. When packaging is manufactured, it shall be ensured

that the concentrations of harmful substances and materials and other dangerous substances

in  the  packaging  materials  and  components  are  as  low  as  possible,  so  that  residues  of

packaging waste or from packaging in landfills or from incinerating them are not harmful

to the environment. It shall be manufactured so that the required standards of safety,

hygiene and acceptability are met, concerning both the packed product and the consumer.

Furthermore, packaging shall be designed, manufactured and sold in such a way that it can

be reused or recovered. This has to include recycling, with the packaging’s environmental

impact being as insignificant as possible when packaging waste or residues from the

management of packaging waste are finally disposed of. Concerning packaging’s

reusability requirements it should fulfill the following requirements:

it  shall  be possible to handle used packaging in compliance with labor health and

safety requirements

the  physical  properties  of  a  packaging  shall  be  such  that  it  withstands  numerous

trips and rotations in normal conditions

when a  packaging  is  no  longer  reused  and  it  becomes  waste,  the  requirements  of

recoverability shall be observed.

[15, p. 5]

Concerning the recoverability of packaging, it shall be manufactured in such a way that a

certain percentage by weight of the materials used can be recycled and used as raw

material in the manufacture of goods to be placed on the market in compliance with current

standards in the European Community. This percentage can vary, depending on the type of

material used to manufacture the packaging. In addition, packaging waste delivered for use

as an energy source shall have a certain minimum value for optimal energy recovery. [16]
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1.5.8 Packaging recovery obligations in Finland

The easiest way to attend to packaging recovery obligations in Finland is to make a

contract  with  the  Environmental  Register  of  Packaging  PYR  Ltd.  Once  a  firm  has

registered with PYR, it also enrolls with producer organizations for the packaging sector.

Then the firm itself does not need to organize the recovery of the packaging it has placed

on the market or to report on the effectiveness of recovery to the authorities. A diagram of

the organization of recovery of packaging in Finland is presented in figure 4. [16]

A company that has registered with PYR has transferred its packaging recovery obligations

to the producer organizations and is not obliged to organize recovery or report to the

authorities about this. Packaging recovery includes recovery as material for new products

or recovery as energy. To enable the organization of recovery, a firm should know where

the packaging containing the products placed on the market has ended up. The packaging

also  has  to  be  collected  from  the  market  and  its  recovery  organized  and  paid  for.  It  is

impossible for a firm to be able to arrange this by itself. The firm also has to report to the

authorities the extent and quantity of the packaging it has placed on the market and how

the recovery of the packaging has been organized. Information on collection centers for

packaging waste, collection and transport should also be reported to the authorities.

Customers must also be informed about recovery activities. John Deere Forestry and

Joensuu factory has registered with PYR. [16]
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Figure 4: Organization of recovery of packaging [3, p. 279] [17]

The Ministry of the Environment in conjunction with the Centre for Economic

Development, Transport and the Environment monitors the implementation of recovery

and they are authorized to issue more precise regulations and instructions. The Ministry of

the  Environment  has  approved  the  Environmental  Register  of  Packaging  PYR Ltd  as  the

controller of the register containing packers and importers of packed products in Finland.

PYR annually submits packaging statistics to the Centre for Economic Development,

Transport  and the Environment.  They are compiled by PYR on the basis of data reported

by registered firms. PYR regularly provides a list of firms that are under contract with

PYR. The Centre for Economic Development, Transport and the Environment does not

demand a report on the recovery of packaging waste from these firms. [17]

1.6 Packaging and Packaging Waste statistics

The  national  statistics  on  the  quantities  of  packaging  used  in  2011  were  submitted  to  the

EU in June 2013. Reporting is based on commission decision 2005/270/EC. The data has

been collected using the same methodology since 1997. Statistics on packaging and
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packaging waste recovery and recycling in Finland for 2011 were collected according to

the EU Commission Decision 2005/270/EC. Member States shall send, together with the

packaging waste and recovery data, an appropriate description on how the data has been

compiled, and an explanation of any estimates used. The Commission Decision

2005/270/EC relate to the database system pursuant to Directive 94/62/EC on packaging

and packaging waste. According to the decision, only packaging waste and the recycling

and  recovery  of  it  shall  be  included.  Voluntarily  Member  States  may  also  provide  other

data on packaging and packaging waste. [18]

In Finland, the packaging data has been collected with systematic methods since 1997.

Customs statistics recognize packaging only when it itself is a product exported or

imported as empty packaging. Customs statistics do not have any data on packaging used

to pack products imported or exported. One of the special features of the Finnish data

collection systems is to also produce data on this packaging. Prior to that, varying methods

for gaining data were employed during randomly selected years. A significant amount of

packaging comes to Finland with imported products. Furthermore, a significant amount of

packaging also leaves Finland with exported products. The use of “other materials" is

marginal in Finland. This figure is also obtained from packers and fillers. [18]

According to the Commission Decision 2005/270/EC, providing data on reusable

packaging is voluntary. It is very important for Finland to provide this data, since there are

well working industrial and commercial reuse systems in place and this data also explains

why Finland produces so little packaging waste per person per year. We use more

packaging than an average European, since over 2/3 of our packaging is reusable and it is

reused in existing systems. We use almost 2 166 000 tons of packaging annually, but

produce only 709 600 tons packaging waste. Wood is included in the figures. [18]

1.6.1 Packaging and Packaging Waste Data collection in Finland

The statistics were collected from:

packaging and packaging material producers

o production of packaging and packaging materials and their export or import

packers and fillers
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o filled packaging placed on the Finnish market

importers and exporters

o import and export of empty packaging

o import and export of filled packaging

recovery organizations and producer organizations:

o recycled and recovered material

Data was collected on all packaging and questionnaires were sent to packers and fillers,

importers and exporters. In addition, questionnaires were also sent to packaging and

packaging material producers, as well as to recovery and producer organizations. [18]

The  data  was  collected  by  The  Environmental  Register  of  Packaging  PYR  Ltd  -

Pakkausalan Ympäristörekisteri  PYR Oy, Centre for Economic Development, Transport

and the Environment - Elinkeino-, liikenne- ja ympäristökeskus (ELY-keskus), and The

Association  of  Packaging  Technology  and  Research  -  Pakkaustutkimus  -  PTR  ry,  which

carries out data cross-checking. Data crosschecking is done in the following way:

Packaging placed on the Finnish market is calculated

o by taking into account the amounts of packaging manufactured and the

amounts of empty and filled packaging imported and exported

Packaging placed on the Finnish market is also estimated by a calculation based on

the consumption of products [18]

According to PYR Ltd information this data covers approximately 90 % of all  packaging

placed on the Finnish market. In Finland the recovery and recycling rates are calculated in

the following way:

Recovery rate: the amount of packaging material recovered divided by the amount

of packaging material placed on the market.

Recycling rate: the amount of packaging material recycled divided by the amount

of packaging material placed on the market. [18]
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Some packaging material is exported for recycling outside of Finland and is included in the

recycling rate. Packaging materials imported into Finland for recycling are excluded from

the recycling rate. According to Commission Decision 2004/270/EC, these are deemed to

be equal to the amount of packaging waste generated in Finland. Packaging placed on the

Finnish market and packaging waste recovery in tons is presented in table 2. This data was

obtained from packers or fillers and from importers of packed goods placing packed

products on the Finnish market.

Table 2: Packaging placed on the market and packaging waste recovery in Finland [18]

When reusable or refillable packaging is filled for the first time, it is placed on the Finnish

market. The packaging that is refilled or reused in commercial or industrial re-use systems,

is presented in table 3 below.

 Table 3. Reusable packaging and total use of packaging in Finland [18]
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Data for the recovery and recycling of packaging waste is obtained from the recovery

organizations.  The  data  is  crosschecked  and  the  methodology  used  is  similar  to  the  one

used in previous years. When a refillable or reusable packaging is filled for the first time, it

is counted as packaging entering the Finnish market. After the first filling the refillable

packaging is in the commercial or industrial refilling-loop. In the commercial or industrial

refilling-loop it is counted every time it is filled. The total use of packaging is the sum of

refilled packaging and one-way packaging. Packers and fillers report their use of refillable

packaging according to the packaging type, the weight of packaging and its filling times.

[18]

1.6.2 Packaging recovery organizations in Finland

Producer organizations organize the recovery of packaging in order for Finland to attain

the recovery targets agreed upon with the EU. The producer organizations are non-profit

organizations and legally competent as prescribed by law. Each packaging material has its

own producer organization, whose operations are funded through material-specific

recovery fees. In total there are 9 different organization divided according to packaging

materials: corrugated cardboard packaging, industrial fibers, carton packaging, carton

liquid packaging, plastic packaging, metal packaging, deposit beverage packaging and

wooden packaging. The founder, and often the owner of producer organizations, comprises

the entire packaging chain: the packaging industry, packers, importers, retailers and

wholesalers, manufacturers of packaging raw materials and packaging waste recovery

firms. The structure of Packaging recovery organizations in Finland is presented in figure

5. [3, p. 278-280]

Wooden packaging has its own producer organization, Puupakkausten kierrätys PPK Oy. It

operates in accordance with the existing Waste Act and the Government's decision and

regulations on the producer organization responsible for the recycling of wooden

packaging and utilization in Finland. A producer organization operates on behalf of

businesses that pack the wooden packaging products, or import compressed wooden

packaging products into the country according to the law of producer responsibility. [17]
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Figure 5: Packaging recovery organizations in Finland

1.6.3 Packaging and Packaging Waste Data collection in Europe

The European Organization for Packaging and the Environment (EUROPEN) is the EU

industry association in Brussels, representing the opinion of the packaging supply chain in

Europe, which also monitors and collects packaging and packaging waste data. EUROPEN

regularly analyses the data which Member States submit to the European Commission each

year. As part of it’s monitoring of European developments regarding packaging and

packaging waste in Europe. EUROPEN has reported packaging consumption, treatment

and disposal figures from the 27 EU Member States and examined the trends since 1998. A

full set of data is available for all 27 Member States (“EU-27”) onwards from 2005. The 15

countries that were at the time members of the EU (“EU-15”) have been reporting

packaging and packaging waste data to the European Commission since 1997. The ten

countries  which  joined  the  EU in  May 2004  were  required  to  submit  data  from that  year

onwards. [19, p. 1, 5]

The overall packaging quantity placed on the market and reported to the European

Commission is presented in table 4. The total amount of reported packages for all 27

Member States was, in 2011, 80172 tons, with Finland’s share of this being 710 tons,

which is in line with PYR statistics. Between 1998 and 2011, the amount of packaging

reported to have been placed on the market in EU-15 increased by 12.7%, with an average

annual increase of 1.0%. Between 2005 and 2011, the amount of packaging reported to
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have been placed on the market in EU-12 increased by 11.8%, with an average annual

increase of 2.1%. [19, p. 16] [20]

Table 4: Packaging placed on the market in European Union countries (in ‘000 tons) [19,

p.16]

The demand for packaging is linked to the demand for packaged goods, so the economic

downturn which began in late 2008 resulted reporting a lower amount of packaging placed

on the market in 2009 than in 2007. The amount of packaging being placed on the market

continued to increase up until the end of 2007. The market has recovered to some extent

since, and by 2011 packaging consumption was back at the 2005 level. The tonnage of

wood packaging placed on the market in EU-27 countries was 12381 tons 2011. Finland’s
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share of this was 215 tons.  On the other hand, the tonnage of wood packaging placed on

the market in EU-12 was reported to have increased by 63.8% between 2005 and 2011,

with an average annual increase of 9.3%. The EU-15’s share fell by 5.5% between 2003

and 2011, with an average annual reduction of 1.1%. The total amount of wood packaging

placed on the market and reported to the European Commission is presented in table 5

below. [19, p. 28]

Table 5: Wood packaging placed on the market in the European Union Countries (in ‘000

tons) [19, p. 28]

Regarding recycling, all EU Member States were required to meet the minimum target of

55% recycling by 2011. The targeted minimum of 55% recycling was reached by twelve

EU Member States in 2008. All met this target in 2011, except Denmark. Finland’s overall
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recycling rates have been between 55-59 % since 2008. The overall recycling rate of the

EU’s 27 member states was 64 %. Concerning packaging and packaging waste recovery, a

target  of  60% was  attained  by  twelve  EU Member  States  in  2008.  All  EU countries  met

this  target  in  2011,  with  seven  achieving  a  recovery  rate  of  90%  or  more.  Finland’s

recovery rate was 90% in 2011.

The Packaging and Packaging Waste Directive did not set any recycling target for wood

until it was revised in 2004. Reporting on wood packaging was optional before 2003.

Wood packaging recycling rates are entirely a typical of a country’s general recycling

performance. Finland’s wood packaging recycling rate was 18% in 2011, while the

minimum target was 15%. Member States’ data on wood tends to be particularly

inconsistent, because of the fine distinction between recycling and reuse, especially for

wooden pallets. In northern Europe broken pallets are often incinerated rather than

repaired, because they are drier than forestry waste and so are preferable as incinerator

feedstock.  Also,  if  forestry  waste  is  left  on  the  ground,  it  enriches  the  soil  for  the  next

growth season. At what point does pallet repair cease to be reconditioning as reuse and

become recycling has not been clearly defined. Another factor is that in countries where

wood-burning stoves are common, used wooden packaging is a source of fuel. This means

that  it  will  bypass  the  official  accounting  system,  but  in  any  case  should  not  be  counted

because burning in domestic wood fires does not meet the definition of “recovery” in the

revised Packaging and Packaging Waste Directive. [19, p. 32-33, 47]

1.7 Definition of Wooden packaging

Common wooden packaging includes standardized wooden pallets, wooden box pallets,

wooden boxes, partial wooden packaging as frames and crates, wooden drums, cable reels,

wooden supports and spacers, derived wood products and packaging and specially

designed wooden packaging.

The  most  efficient  method  of  handling  general  freight  is  to  create  freight  units,  in  which

the standardized wooden pallets have a significant role. Wooden packaging meets

dimension and cargo unit requirements because wooden packaging is standardized, as

pallets, and the most commonly used carriage packaging material. Packaging should
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always facilitate the formation of freight units;  package dimensions and the masses to be

accommodated should where possible be tailored to the dimensions and load-carrying

capacity of standard pallets and containers. The aim of the modular system is to tailor the

various technical components in the transportation chain, such as packages, cargo units,

pallets, containers, transport vehicles to each other so as to optimize the economic viability

and safety of transport operations. [3, p. 69]

1.7.1 Definition of wooden pallets

Packaging sizes are in particular adjusted to the internationally standard pallet dimensions

of 800 mm x 1200 mm and 1000 mm x 1200 mm.

Using pallet dimensions has economic advantages in the better utilization of a loading and

unloading area, storing area and trucks. Secondly, there are also technical advantages

because the freight may be more readily and safely secured on the pallet or similar wooden

boxes. Current standards make a fundamental distinction between the following terms:

Area module:

o In the transportation chain is a rectangle of 600 mm x 400 mm.

Area module multiple

o Any rectangle which may be formed without gaps from an integral multiple

of the area module. Pallet dimensions of 800 mm x 1200 mm.

Sub-multiples

o Sub-multiples are obtained by integral division of the area module into

identically sized areas. These dimensions are defined in so-called selection

series.

[3, p. 69]

It is often difficult or impossible to adopt the modular system for large items, such as huge

metal components. Depending upon the size of the item to be packed, the packaging may

be designed as such that its external dimensions match in such a way that the payload area

of the pallets is 100% utilized. It is simpler to package small items or bulk freight in

accordance with the modular system.
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1.7.2 Definition of wooden boxes

Wooden boxes consist principally of a side, walls, bottom, a lid and numerous inserts

inside the box. The bottom is the most important component of a box. It has to embrace

both the forces applied from above like stack and those applied to the box from below by

forklift. Appropriate lifting points have to be provided a box, especially for the handling

using a forklift or cranes. To assure safe transport pick-up points have to take into account

to center of gravity of the box. To increase the intensity and strength of the box structure

and to conduct the compressive strength arising as a result  of stacking into the bottom of

the box, the end and side walls are fitted with vertical, longitudinal, transverse and

diagonal battens. The boarding forming the side and end walls should be vertical, since it

absorbs vertical forces better than horizontal boarding. Boxes’ side and end walls come

under strain from stack pressure forces during storage and from dynamic forces during

handling. [8]

The box inserts serve mainly to fix the package contents in the box, such as supports and

spacers, to transmit the forces acting on the lid to the box bottom. This may be achieved

directly via the vertical, transverse and longitudinal wooden battens. The box lid, which

either lies directly on the end and side walls or on an appropriate frame structure, generally

consists of a single layer of boards and a framework of battens. It has to absorb both the

stack pressure forces and transverse compressive forces. These arise during freight

handling as a result of the use of ropes or chains in different phases of the supply chain. [8]

1.7.3 Definition of Partial wooden packaging

Partial packages consist of only the material which is absolutely essential to provide

adequate protection to the package contents. Partial packages are commonly used in the

metal  industry where the package content may vary.  In general,  the ends,  bottom, lid and

side walls are of identical construction. In some cases, it is only the presence of the partial

packaging which makes it possible to handle the package contents. Crates, an example of a

partial wooden package, are wooden packaging containers in the form of a framework

structure made from boards, battens or laths and usually strengthened by diagonal battens

with spaces between them. The corners are generally in the form of three way corners.  A
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distinction is made between open crates and closed crates lined with plywood, chipboard or

fiberboard. However, the crate must be equipped with skids under the bottom if it is to be

transported with forklift trucks or cranes. Crates are used whenever complete protection of

the contents is not required and the goods are made to be stackable. [8]

1.7.4 Definition of different plywood’s used for packaging purposes

The  term plywood board  contains  numerous  types  of  boards,  which  consist  of  several,  at

least three, wooden sheets. Sheets are glued together. Most common board types are wood

core boards and veneer boards. Wood core boards are relatively resistant to dimensional

change. An oriented standard board is produced from long, slender strands of a defined

shape and thickness bound together with a binder. An oriented standard board is a

multilayer board. Derived wood product is the term used to describe plywood boards,

fiberboard and chipboard as well as oriented standard board (OSB), the structure of which

has been modified by chemical and mechanical processing. Using derived lumber products

in box construction means that there is no risk of shrinkage and the consequent opening of

joints. [8]

Fiberboard  is  produced  from pressed  fibers.  Fiberboard  is  relatively  resistant  to  moisture

exposure and stable. The characteristic feature of this type of board is that it has one

smooth face and one rough face. Chipboard is unsuitable for packaging applications

because of its acetic acid content and the associated risk of corrosion. In contrast with

fiberboard, chipboard is produced not from fibers, but from pressed chips or flakes bound

with synthetic resin binders. Chipboard has the major disadvantage of being very difficult

to nail together, and that when cut, its edges easily splinter or flake. [8]

1.7.5 Wood properties

The most important property of wood as a packaging material is its hygroscopicity. If the

wood is in a relatively dry environment,  it  tends to release water vapor.  Depending upon

the moisture content of the ambient air, wood absorbs or releases water vapor. The specific

weight of wood is variable as it is determined by the species of wood and its moisture

content. A difference is often drawn between softwoods, such as spruce, pine, alder and

hardwoods,  such  as  beech  and  oak.  Excessively  moist  wood  may  cause  corrosion  in
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package contents, such as metal, or transported metal parts. Conversely, it readily absorbs

water vapor in a relatively moist environment. The significant shrinkage occurs across the

width and thickness of boards, while their length remains unchanged. The extraction

resistance of nails and screws also falls as the wood moisture content rises. The strength of

moist wood is lower than that of dry wood. Both moist and dry wood may have a negative

impact upon transport operations due to dimensional changes in the packaging. This is of

critical value when transporting heavy metal parts. Consequent drying may have a negative

impact because wood is subject to sometimes considerable shrinkage. Furthermore, gaps

may appear between boards which initially fitted closely together, degrading box stability.

[8]

1.8 Process approach to Continuous Improvement methods

1.8.1 Definition of continuous improvement

As a definition continuous improvement is an ongoing effort to make incremental

improvements to products, services or processes over time. Processes are constantly

monitored  and  modified  based  on  their  efficiency,  effectiveness  and  sustainability.  In  an

industry continuous improvement appears as Six Sigma or Lean Six Sixma working

methods and tools. The Joensuu factory has used various continuous improvement (CI)

methods and tools for many years. Mostly, continuous improvement methods have been

used to improve product quality, but since last year continuous improvement methods have

been employed in almost every operation in the factory and in John Deere Forestry

operation. Continuous improvement is an approach to work relevant on all organization

levels.  All  employees  have  got  training  related  to  continuous  improvement  and  Lean  Six

Sigma  methods,  which  have  been  deemed  important  for  all  to  adopt.  The  factory  has  an

individual CI organization, which coordinates CI projects. In addition, the factory has had

a certified ISO Quality Management System and ISO Environmental Management system

in use for several years alongside, as mentioned earlier, John Deere´s own Environmental

Management System. These management systems, and all factory operations related to

them, have been audited annually. Management systems are specifically focused on

continuous improvement and corrective action follow up. There are various lean six sigma

and continuous improvement methods and tools in related literature which can be used.
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The philosophy of six sigma regarding both methods and tools used in this thesis, is

presented in chapters 1.8.2 – 1.8.13 below.

1.8.2 Definition of Six Sigma

The  Six  Sigma  is  the  application  of  the  scientific  method  to  the  design  and  operation  of

business management systems and business processes developed by Motorola in the

1970’s. Lean is a methodology which aims to reduce non-valued added activities and

disturbances, leading to the goal of reduced cycle times. Lean Six Sigma, pioneered by

Toyota, is a continuous improvement methodology that focuses upon the elimination of

waste and the reduction of variation found within processes, whether they are

manufacturing or transactional in nature. The combination of these two powerful process

improvement methodologies allows an organization to build upon its existing capabilities.

Six Sigma has many similar objectives as other management and continuous improvement

systems,  but  features  that  differentiate  Six  Sigma  from  others  include  a  strong  focus  on

tried and proven methods in accomplishing measurable results, and making decisions

based on data as opposed to assumptions. Sigma, , comes from statistics used by

statisticians to measure normal distribution and variability of any process.  is the

variability  around  the  mean.  The  sigma value  is  a  standardized  way of  stating  how often

process performance will lie within that permitted variation. The conventional way of

defining process capability is plus and minus three Sigma. The three Sigma level signifies

a process yield of 99,73%. Six sigma requires that  the process operates at  least  six sigma

from the process mean. This means that a process operating six sigma produces 3,4 parts

per million nonconformance’s. [21, p. 8]

A six sigma process has a 99.99966% chance of staying within the permitted variation

limits. The lower value is called the lower control limit (LCL) and the upper value is called

the upper control limit (UCL). The higher the sigma value is, the better the process.

Normal  distributions  connected  to  the  sigma  levels  are  presented  in  figure  6.  Six  Sigma

focuses on helping the organization make more money by improving customer value and

efficiency. Six Sigma defines quality in two ways. Quality may be expressed as potential

quality and actual quality. Potential quality is known as the maximum possible value added

per unit of input. Actual quality is the current value added per unit of input. The difference
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between potential and actual quality is waste. Six Sigma concentrates on reducing waste by

helping an organization to produce products and services better, faster and cheaper. Six

Sigma identifies and eliminates costs which provide no value to customers: waste costs.

Six Sigma’s broad concept means that it provides benefits to all stakeholders in the

organization. [21, p. 9]

Figure 6. Sigma levels [21, p. 213]

Based on Six Sigma methods, organizations have to train and create a small group of

champions in-house known as black belts or green belts who are technical leaders and have

experience and a high level of proficiency in the application of Six Sigma techniques and

tools.

1.8.3 Definition of DMAIC

When performance improvement of an existing process is desired, the Define-Measure-

Analyze-Improve-Control (DMAIC) model is used. The DMAIC structure provides a
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useful framework for creating project control. The structure of DMAIC is presented in

figure 7.

Figure 7: The structure and overview of the DMAIC model [21, p. 148]

Specific phases of completion are defined and projects reviewed to determine if all criteria

have been met before the next phase is begun. The define phase consist of developing the

project charter. The project charter is a contract between the project team and its sponsor.

The project charter should include critical elements of the project’s key objectives such as

problem statement, project purpose, definition of project scope, project schedule, definition

of the process and stakeholders and the selection of team members, including assembling

and training them. The measure phase includes defining the process and the used metrics.

Process definition ensures that the process under investigation is clearly defined and metric

definition defines reliable means of measuring the process. In addition, the measure phase

includes establishing the process baseline with actions such as quantifying the current

operating results and verifying previously defined business needs. The final part of the

measure phase evaluates the measurement system. In the analyze phase the findings from

the measure phase are analyzed. The key objectives of the analyze phase contain analyzing

the value stream of the existing process to identify ways to eliminate the gap between the

current and desired performance, analyzing the sources of variation that contribute to the

gap and using benchmarking techniques to evaluate the best class of companies for similar

products or processes.  [21, p. 165, 197, 321]
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1.8.4 Definition of project charter template

There is no standard format for a project charter, but the most commonly used format is an

A3 size template which suits many situations. An example is presented in figure 8. An A3

Project charter is a visual tool for problem-solving because it presents all of the main

elements in a condensed space, allowing for on-the-spot review. It is a powerful

management process, encouraging learning through a scientific approach to problem

solving.  It  includes  a  description  of  the  current  conditions,  goals,  analysis,  and  an  action

plan for implementing solutions. [21, p. 165]

Regardless of format, the A3 project chart template answers the same basic questions:

1. What is the problem or issue?

2. Who owns the problem?

3. What is/are the root cause(s) of the problem?

4. What are some possible countermeasures?

5. How will you decide which countermeasures to propose?

6. How will you get agreement from everyone concerned?

7. What is your implementation plan – who, what, when, where, how?

8. How will you know if your countermeasures work?

9. What follow-up issues can you anticipate? What problems may occur during

implementation?

10. How will you capture and share the learning?

The  key  to  using  the  A3  project  charter  template  to  any  approach  in  problem  solving  is

defining the problem. In its simplest form, a problem is a barrier that prevents the

organization from achieving its goals. A problem may also involve the design or

performance of work. The gap between the existing and desired condition is the problem.

Achieving performance improvement occurs through understanding the gap. The A3

project charter template helps solve problems and is also useful for describing action items

by describing the following:

Background or context of the problem

Current conditions including facts and data about the problem

The goal that the organization wishes to achieve in addressing the problem
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Analysis of the problem to describe why the problem exists

Recommendations for how to address the problem

Plan for implementing the recommendations

Follow-up after implementation to ensure continuous improvement [21, p. 165-

166]

Figure 8: An A3 project charter template [22, p. 32]

1.8.5 Establishment of a project team

Ideally the project team will have one team member from each of the key stakeholder

groups. One of the most important tasks in the define stage is to identify the key

stakeholders,  that  is,  the  groups  that  influence  the  process.  Many  projects  impact  the

number of stakeholder groups within the organization. Key stakeholder groups must be

involved in changing the process for the successful implementation of the change effort.

The project manager and project sponsor should arrange an informal meeting with the

managers of all stakeholder groups to inform them that a project is proposed in their

functional area. Managers should have time to consider and act on the leadership decision
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to pursue the project. The meeting represents an invitation for the middle managers to

participate in the project by contributing a member of their team, challenging the scope,

objective or business need addressed by the project proposal.

After the project proposal, and without clear opposition to the project, the project manager

should implement the project plan. Stakeholder representatives should have credibility

within their group and other stakeholder groups. In addition, stakeholder representatives

must have local management support, have interest in change and be willing to serve the

team. Effective teams are limited from five to seven participants. There can be additional

team members from non-stakeholder groups, who only participate if needed, such as

experts in given fields. Larger teams are more difficult to manage and team members may

lose a sense of responsibility to the team. It is important to sell the merits of the project to

all stakeholders. The objectives of the project should be aligned with the interest of

stakeholders. Otherwise, the stakeholders act according to their own interest against the

project. Stakeholders must be identified and their needs understood in order for the action

plan to be created to meet said needs, and thus gain commitment from all team members.

Stakeholder satisfaction for the project plan may be developed to ensure the support of key

individuals and groups. The project team should communicate constantly with the

stakeholders. [21, p. 195-196]

The primary method of deploying Six sigma and accomplishing the goals is that well

trained teams are working on projects. Teams are composed of groups of individuals who

bring knowledge, skills and personal attributes to the project. The modern organization and

its structure are based on the principle of division of labor. Today many organizations

consist of a number of departments and each of them is dedicated to their own specialty.

The team leader should be a properly trained champion who has a passion for the project.

The project team leader is usually responsible for conflict management. If the team

includes a facilitator, then the facilitator can assist the leader. There is not anything

particularly special about six sigma teams compared to other working teams. Teams

normally have people with different backgrounds and talents. The problem is that

departments would like to optimize their own operations which causes disadvantage for the

overall organization. Traditional organizations create barriers between departments. It is

also  the  management’s  task  to  see  that  they  remove  barriers  of  cooperation.  This
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movement requires both good and improved communication and cooperation between the

departments. The first step in establishing an effective team is to create solid decision rules

for the team. Team decision should meet at least the silent approval of every member of

team.  This  is  a  part  of  a  consensus  technique  and  in  tests  it  was  found  that  75%  of  the

groups who were instructed in this approach outperformed their individual resources. [21,

p. 155-156]

The process of building an effective group proceeds in a typical process manner. There are

four stages in the development of a group: forming, storming, norming and performing.

Many different groups tend to evolve in similar ways. At the forming stage a group tends

to emphasize procedural matters and the interaction of the group is polite. The leader

dominates the decision making process. In the storming stage conflicts between the

members are the most notable characteristic. Members are trying to define their own role

in the group and they question authority when it relates to the group’s structure, procedures

and objectives. During the norming stage the group begins taking responsibility of its goal

and behavior. The main focus is working effectively together. In the last stage, performing,

team  members  are  proud  of  the  team,  their  role  in  the  group  and  its  accomplishments.

Team members have specific roles and responsibilities. In addition, all team members are

confident in their ability to contribute to the group and feel free to ask for or provide

assistance. There are task roles and group maintenance roles in a team. The development of

task and maintenance roles is a vital part of the team building process. Management has an

important  role  in  team building.  The  most  important  thing  that  management  can  do  for  a

team is to give it time to become effective. This is based on management work for

maintaining consistent group membership. Management should help and also create an

atmosphere within the company where groups can be effective. Group maintenance roles

are aimed at building group cohesiveness. Functions concerned with facilitating and

coordinating the group’s efforts to solve a particular problem are task roles. Team building

is defined as the process where a group learns to function as a unit, rather than as a group

of individuals. If the group is to progress through the four development stages to the

crucial performing stage it requires maintaining discipline from both the team and

management. [21, p. 157, 159]
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1.8.6 The concept of generating ideas in practice

Brainstorming is often used in a generic sense to describe groups who generate ideas.

Brainstorming has been defined as a group process in which group members proactively

contribute their  ideas in a creative atmosphere.  The point of a brainstorming session is  to

generate  ideas.  It  is  about  getting  people  to  think  about  more  efficient  ways  to  improve

their business. It is a group creativity technique designed to generate a large number of

ideas for the solution of a problem. The success of brainstorming as an ideation technique

depends strongly on suspended conviction. One central component of the brainstorming

procedure is the separation of condemnatory processes from creative processes, that is,

suspended conviction. Suspended sentence requires that creative processes be entirely

separated from judgmental ones. In order to be maximally productive, brainstorming

groups should follow rules below:

1) Exceptional ideas

They could provide better solutions than regular ideas and open new ways

of thinking. They can be developed by looking from another perspective or

setting to one side assumptions.

2) Criticize

Harmful criticism of ideas must be disallowed. Instead of immediately

stating what might be wrong with an idea, the participants should focus on

extending to it.

3) Amount of ideas

The assumption is that the greater the number of ideas generated, the greater

the chance of producing a radical and effective solution.

4) Improvement and combination are sought.

This approach is assumed to lead to better and more complete ideas than

merely generating new ideas alone. In addition, participants should propose

how ideas of others can be turned into better ideas. [23, p. 8-10]
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The last rule results to an expectation that groups should grow more ideas than individuals.

Rules are designed to generate a number of new ideas. The optimal group size of face-to-

face brainstorming is no greater than four. The empirical study comparing brainstorming

groups to individual groups demonstrates that brainstorming groups are an ineffective

means of growing ideas. Participants work individually in small groups and their efforts

are bring together. These groups generate a performance base level against which

brainstorming groups should be compared. [23, p. 22]

Electronic brainstorming study contains at least 12 or even more participants. Electronic

brainstorming combines information technology with brainstorming procedures. Electronic

ideators describe their ideas using a computer, instead of presenting their ideas orally. In

electronic brainstorming group members can concurrently type ideas into a computer

which then distributes the ideas to the screens of other participants. Ideas generated by

members are distributed to the whole group as they enter the computer. The ideal group

can be described as being composed of a leader, about five core members and

approximately five other team members. The core members are described as having

indicated their ability in creative problem determination. The other team members should

be chosen those who have had experience with the topic or issue a under consideration.

One of the most important things to do before a brainstorming session is to define the

problem. The problem description must be clear in a distinct question. Brainstorming is not

just about generating ideas for others to evaluate and select. Usually the brainstorming

team itself will evaluate the ideas and select the solutions to the problem proposed to the

team. [23, p. 34]

1.8.7 Definition of benchmarking

Benchmarking is a technique for setting targets and developing company requirements.

Benchmarking focuses on practices that produce excellent performance. Benchmarking can

be defined as measuring your process against  other companies.  The goal is  to define how

those companies achieve those performance levels using information such as targets,

strategies and implementation as the basis for one’s own company. It contains goal setting

that allows both companies to learn from one another. Benchmarking should have a

organized process to assure accurate study and successful project execution. However,
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benchmarking must flexible in order to include proactive ways of receiving information. It

is a discovery process and learning experience, which forces the organization to take an

external view of its processes. [21, p. 116-117]

The first step in benchmarking is determining what to benchmark. The acquisition of

information is critical for benchmarking. The process begins with the identification of the

process that is to be benchmarked. The next step after the process has been identified is

requesting a search for the information related to the area of interest. To obtain information

on  the  area  of  interest  the  right  contacts  should  be  found  and  then  a  meeting  set  up  with

people in key departments. Companies’ own suppliers are a critical source for information.

If  the company has a program for recognizing top suppliers it  could be helpful to contact

these suppliers first for benchmarking purposes. Also, contacting customers is beneficial.

Customers have an interest in helping partners. If the company’s cost, quality and delivery

performance improve, customers will benefit. An advantage provided by identifying

potential benchmarking partners through the customers is that this will allow for easier

formations of partnerships. [21, p. 120]

Academic research is another source for detailed information on companies. Quite often

companies allow universities access to their detailed information for research purposes.

This published research information often provides detailed analysis and comparisons of

what separates the best companies from the others. When the list of the potential

candidates is collected, the next step is to choose the best three to five targets. The

characteristics of the chosen candidates will be continually refined. This approach will

provide a result that allows for a clearer understanding of an organization’s key success

factors and characteristics. Benchmarking has real value and benefits for the company. It

creates a culture that values continuous improvement in order to achieve excellence,

increased sensitivity to changes in the external environment, prioritizing the areas that need

improvement and sharing the best practices between the benchmarking partners. Because

benchmarking is based on learning from others it cannot give a company a sustained

competitive advantage, which is the reason why benchmarking should never be a primary

strategy for improvement. [21, p. 122]
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1.8.8 Definition of Pareto analysis

A Pareto diagram is a vertical bar graph showing problems or opportunities in a prioritized

order. A Pareto diagram determines which problems or opportunities should be tackled

first. An example of a Pareto chart from randomly select quality file from Joensuu factory

is presented in figure 9. Its vertical bars represent mutual categories of interest. The

categories  are  sorted  in  decreasing  order  from left  to  right  in  the  Pareto  diagram by  their

count  or  cost,  that  is,  whichever  is  being  displayed.  The  Pareto  diagram  is  used  in  the

define phase to quantify opportunities.  [21, p. 167]

Figure 9: Example of a Pareto chart

The principle of Pareto refers to the fact that a small percentage of processes cause a large

percentage of problems. The Pareto principle offers a useful tool for narrowing a list of

choices down to projects that offer the greatest potential. Pareto analysis uses the Pareto

principle, also known as the 80/20 rule, that is, the idea that 20% of causes generate 80%

of results. The use of Pareto analysis is based on the identification and listing of problems

and their causes. Each problem should be scored and grouped together according to cause.

After this the scores in each group should be added up. Finally, a solution to the cause of

the problems should be found, using problem solving tools like brainstorming, in the group

with  the  highest  score.  There  may  be  hidden  issues  that  are  difficult  to  see  when  using
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Pareto analysis, but resulting opportunities are often greater than said issues. One solution

to the hidden problem phenomenon is to focus on the process rather than the symptoms.

When an organization has found improvement opportunities they might have more projects

to pursue than they have resources for. The Pareto Priority Index (PPI) is a simple way of

prioritizing these opportunities. The PPI is calculated as follows:

The Pareto Priority Index equation shows that it is related to return on investment adjusted

for probability of success. The inputs are estimates and the result is totally dependent on

the accuracy of the inputs. [21, p. 125,126]

1.8.9 Definition of Value Stream Mapping

Lean methods are used to analyze different value streams. A value stream consists of

service and product flows, as well as information flows. Value is what interest groups

wants and are willing or able to pay for. A value stream includes all activities, both value

adding and non-value added. Value stream improvement usually starts at the beginning of

the manufacturing process and then expands forward to the pointed value stream. Any

activity that consumes resources, creating no value for interest group, is non-value adding.

One way of analyzing value streams is called value stream mapping (VSM). Value stream

mapping is flow mapping of known material and information process. It is a fluctuation of

process mapping, defining value flows through a process, and how information flow

simplifies  the  work  flow.  Value  Stream  Mapping  is  a  tool  which  allows  an  organization

document each process step of a given value stream. It enables the capture of both process

and material  flows. In addition,  it  allows clear identification of the value added steps and

the non-value added wastages which can occur in any product groups in the value stream.

[21, p. 321]

When conducting a value stream mapping exercise, it is important to start the improvement

project by gaining a clear understanding of what the expectations are to be mapped process

or product flow. Failure to undertake this crucial step may result in an improvement project
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that efficiently delivers something other than what is wanted. Mapping should be seen the

most critical step, providing an organization to gain clarity of the inefficiencies within their

processes. The benefits gained from conducting a value stream mapping exercise are:

allows an organization to establish a clear and measurable direction for its process

improvement efforts

builds the foundation for an effective implementation plan

ensures planned improvements are focused upon the entire production process flow

assists with the identification of inventory and other non-value added activities [21,

p. 321-323]
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2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

In this chapter the methods that were used during the implementation process of the study

are described. This information offers the reader a possibility to understand the phases and

routes of enquiry that led to the answers to the defined study questions, which are

presented further on. At first, the methodological processes of the study, as well as the data

collected for analysis and handling are presented. Selection methods in this study are based

on lean six sigma tools presented earlier in the theoretical part of this study.

2.1 Methods used

The selection of methods started by defining the scope of study and establishing the project

with the creation of a project chart in connection with study questions, and identifying

phases  of  execution.  The  project  chart  template  and  its  different  phases  are  presented  in

chapter’s 2.1.1-2.1.5. The project chart template worked as an analytical method for

identifying the tools needed for approaching study questions.

In chapter 2.1.7 brainstorming is presented as a qualitative method for approaching the

study questions. In this chapter organizing the brainstorming process and the selected

methods  for  analyzing  the  study  questions  are  also  presented.  Furthermore,  a  map of  the

brainstorming and four different quantitative as well as a qualitative analyzing method are

introduced. In the following chapter 2.2 quantitative analysis methods for understanding

the current state of wooden packaging waste and its biggest sources are introduced. In this

chapter, practices of collecting wooden packaging waste data from different sources, as

well as analyzing it using a pareto analysis are introduced. The process of collecting

wooden waste data and its use in pareto analysis and the implementation of a pareto chart

are also presented in detail.

In chapter 2.2 value stream mapping analysis of current wooden packaging and wooden

packaging waste streams is also introduced as an analysis method. The implementation of

value stream mapping and its process phases are presented. In addition, value stream map

identification and the used qualitative methods, including, value stream analysis,

interviews of employees and the used packaging information request template are
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explained and introduced. Finally, in chapter 2.3, benchmarking is presented as a

qualitative method for analyzing and comparing practices between different companies

related to wooden packaging and wooden packaging waste reuse and refining.

2.1.1 Implementation of the project chart template

Due  to  the  impulse  from  the  factory  management  team  and  the  defined  task  for  a  thesis

work to determine the appropriateness of the factory’s wooden package and wooden

packaging waste amount, an A3 project chart was created. The used A3 project chart

template is attached as APPENDIX 1. The DMAIC structure of the used A3 template

provides a useful framework for creating project control and follow-up. Using a formal A3

template, the basis information related to the thesis work was defined effectively at once.

The  definition  process  followed the  basic  structure  described  earlier  in  the  description  of

methods.  It  contained  the  definition  of  key  objectives,  such  as  the  business  object  of  the

project, purpose of the project, project background, project organization, definition of

project scope, project schedule, analysis of the current situation and goal. An action plan

for executing the process was developed during the project. The defined project chart

worked as a foundation for the thesis work. In particular,  it  provided a good basis for the

schedule of the thesis work.

2.1.2 Defining the project purpose

The project purpose was defined together with the factory management team. The purpose

of the project was to determine the amount of wooden packaging waste and developing its

packaging waste reuse and refining the process. The main purpose of the work was to find

alternative wooden packaging waste utilization options in order to create a new operating

model for decreasing said waste. Discussion on the purpose of the thesis work and the

project itself is included in the background information regarding the factory’s

environmental permit and area of influence. Even though the authorities and the

environmental permit required the identification of all waste streams generated by

production during five years and possibilities for reducing them, the factory management

team decided to focus only on wooden packaging waste. This conclusion was based on the

fact that less information was available on the other waste streams and the wooden
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packaging waste streams offered the opportunity to identify and examine the largest known

waste stream immediately.

2.1.3 Defining the project business object

The area of influence and key business object of the project was identified easily after the

purpose of the project was defined. The primary influences of the thesis work were

operational excellence and productivity related issues. One secondary influence was also

identified in cost savings. All employee tasks related to wooden packaging waste were

identified as in-direct work, which does not generate added value to the produced product,

the forestry machine. As a consequence of reduced wooden packaging waste and wooden

packaging waste handling the output of employees for direct work will be released and

thus an opportunity to improve factory productivity is found. Reducing wooden packaging

waste by reusing or refining improves operational excellence automatically. Less wooden

waste means less cost, less resources needed and less indirect work influencing

productivity. Wooden packaging waste handling and handling cost was not well known

when defining the project chart. The assumption was that the wooden waste costs are

relatively high because of the high total amount of waste. Because only one subcontractor

handled  the  wooden  waste  for  some  years  at  the  factory,  the  total  costs  of  the  wooden

waste were easy to add up from the contractor’s online report system, and thus identify

their area of influence during the project charter implementation. Wooden waste costs were

analyzed to compose of the following: rent of waste containers, transportation of wooden

waste and wooden waste handling. The costs however, did not turn out to be a driving

motivation for the thesis work and the improvement projects.

2.1.4 Defining of the project scope

The project scope outlined focusing only on wooden waste fraction and used wooden

packaging, because the assumption was that the amount of wooden packaging has

increased in the factory and thus the greatest opportunities to improve the factory’s

environmental impact were to be found in the renewal of their processing. To understand

and manage the outlined thesis scope better, both the current amount related to wooden

waste and the amount of total waste important were important subjects of study. Because
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the factory had waste data and statistics available concerning the total amount of waste

from the previous year and a half, the management team ended up proposing a key

performance indicator related to the data.

2.1.5 Defining of the key performance indicator

The total waste amount was decided to be compared to manufactured machines, in order to

find out the correlation of the created KPI with the production volumes and whether it was

in line with the used material. In addition, because wooden waste was the second biggest

waste  stream,  accounting  for  41  %  of  total  waste  amount,  actions  influencing  wooden

packaging waste reduction should be seen in the agreed KPI. The total waste amount

compared to manufactured machines in the 2012 fiscal year was 845 kg and it had

increased 129 kg in the fiscal year 2013, being 974 kg, as is presented in figure 9. The key

performance indicator took production volumes and materials into account, because all the

material is purchased against the customer order and the lined-up machine. The key

performance indicator was not dependent on any other process factor.

Figure 9. Total waste amount per manufactured forestry machine

FY2012 FY2013
Total waste amount /

manufactured machine (kg) 845 974
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2.1.6 Implementation of the project team

At the beginning of the thesis work, a project team had to be decided upon and created. As

the factory has its own EHS department, an organization that had knowledge regarding

packaging, the first brainstorming session related to the composition of the project team

was done with this team. The team included the thesis author, EHS Shared Service

Manager and EHS Specialist. As a result of brainstorming the team decided to form a

project team that included knowledge about project managing, waste handling and

legislation, packaging consumption as well as material and logistic operation. Based on

this conclusion the team studied the factory organization and processes, identifying

resources and the best practices for completing the project and achieving set goals. The

starting point for the project  was that  it  should be in line with the factory’s other projects

and connected to the factory master plan to enable resources and follow up.

The proposal for the project team included:

Project owner, who was the thesis author and led the project

Project manager, who was the owner of all factory master plan projects

EHS Shared Service Manager, who was responsible for contracts and sponsoring

the project

EHS specialist,  who was the process owner of the Environmental  Department and

its processes

Warehouse and Material team supervisors who were owners for internal and

external logistics

The composition of the project team was proposed for factory management team who

accepted it. The approach of connecting the thesis work as a project to the factory master

plan proved successful. According to the management team it enabled accurate sharing of

information and regular follow ups for the project using the factory’s normal standardized

processes. In addition, at the same time they were connected to follow ups on the factory’s

environmental permit requirements and environmental goals in wooden packaging

reduction. After the acceptance of resources the project team was officially formed. Before

the first project team meeting the author studied project managing and the role of a project
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owner to understand better what the key things for project success are. Studies provided

similar results regarding project success. When the project owner takes both an active part

in the socialization activities of the project and is in close cooperation with the project

manager throughout all phases of project work, success rates can be enhanced.

The first project team meeting’s main objectives were defining team member’s roles and

explaining the scope and background of the project. As a result of the project background

presentation, intensive project management training and teamwork activity, the project

team attained core responsibility areas for each team member. The project team’s core

responsibilities and roles are presented in figure 10. The project owner planned the

project’s first steps together with the project sponsor, a member of the management team.

It was very important that the sponsor was a member of management team. That way the

project had credible support and project alignment was gained, as management was behind

the project and committed to it. The project sponsor was also a key person when discussing

resources and had a real possibility of influence in said matter. The owner of the project set

the vision and scope of the project as well as took responsibility of the whole project.

Even if  the initial  vision of the project  was defined by the factory management team, the

owner was accountable for clarifying the background and the reasons for project.

Information explaining the current status about used wood packaging was difficult to

gather, which provided a fine approach for explaining the importance of the project. The

second reason for the project was the factory’s environmental permit and one of its

requirements: that the factory had to take material efficiency into account in its operation

and find out all individual waste streams generated by production and possibilities for

reducing them. This was easy to combine to the goal of wooden packaging waste

reduction. The primary responsibility for the project owner was to set clear the initial

challenges and act like a coach to both the overall team and especially to the project

manager. This was the hardest role to adopt because of a lack of personal experience in

project management and knowledge of matters involved in it.

Because the factory had a long history factory of master plan project implementation there

was already strong experience in executing identified projects managed by a project

manager. The project manager was also a member of the management team, which allowed
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a professional approach both to proven working practices and processes for the project.

The project manager has a key role in communication, combining different information

sources and analysis. The manager needs to understand the current situation as well as the

project owner and to communicate all relevant information related to the project execution

through to the project team. Feedback from the management team to the project team has

to especially work seamlessly, and strong skills associated with this helped a lot during the

project. Two other team members were specialists in the logistics and warehouse

operation. Their participation in the project team was vital for understanding the current

situation, collecting information and assisting in its analysis.

Figure 10: Project team core responsibilities and roles

The  thesis  action  plan  followed the  DMAIC process  and  methods  of  each  of  the  process

steps presented in chapter 1.8.3. The A3 project chart template functioned as a platform for

scheduling the actions of each DMAIC phase and followed up on the actions’ deadlines.

The action plan contained a goal section, an action section, a definition of the responsible

person  for  each  action,  a  schedule  of  the  actions  and  a  visual  status  indicator  with  four
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different colors. The goal section contained the DMAIC phases and more specific goal

definitions which needed to be executed in each phase. The action section contained

detailed actions and methods for achieving the identified goals. The section denoting the

person responsible determined the project team member who was responsible for

implementing the action. The schedule section showed roughly on a monthly basis the

realized actions. The color status indicator showed in four different colors what the status

of each action was. A white color status indicated the project team that action was not

started; the color green indicated that the action had achieved its goal; the color yellow

indicated that the action was ongoing and the red color indicated that the action was behind

its schedule. The color status indicator is a visual management tool. It was a visual way to

present the status of the project both to the whole project team and other teams, such as the

factory management team and the factory master plan project team.

The action plan was updated during the project team meetings. Actions in define and

measure phases were primarily generated by the project owner with the help of the project

manager and the project sponsor. Actions of analyze, improve and control phases were

implemented together with all of project team members. The actions were not all on

schedule during the project as the A3 project chart template shows in APPENDIX 1., but at

the end of the project all the actions had been managed to be executed in proper time  with

delays having been caught up.

2.1.7 Implementation of the project action plan

The factory has used Lean Six Sigma methods as continuous improvement tools for several

years and the team decided to use these problem solving techniques during the process.

They were felt to be useful for the project to succeed and also for an increased background

emphasis for thesis. As a starting point the project team used brainstorming, creating a list

of ideas spontaneously regarding all the aspects that should be taken into account in the

project execution. The results of this brainstorming are attached in APPENDIX 2. On the

basis of the listed ideas the team created a more detailed project action plan, which

included a part of project chart template which was presented in APPENDIX 1, referring to

the identified five main critical issues. These issues formed the foundations of actions and
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methods used to measure, analyze and improve each phase of the project. Following up on

the project milestones and action deadlines was also determined upon.

When the project was started the main idea was to study suppliers and their packaging

methods for the purpose of identifying which suppliers deliver their  material  and parts to

factory with wooden packaging and what part of this packaging finally ends up as factory

wooden waste. The existing information available was identified with the help of the

supply department and their files. A Pareto analysis, presented in chapter 1.8.11, was

identified as the method for focusing upon the suppliers and their wooden packaging,

which the team expected to have the biggest influence on wooden packaging waste. Before

the Pareto analysis could be completed, existing information needed to be collected from

numerous sources to one master file. A part of the modified master file is attached in

APPENDIX 3.

It was decided that the second part of the project should focus on investigating the internal

value stream of wooden packaging and wooden packaging waste related to the material

flow, and the evaluation of the current state of affairs. Simultaneously, alternative

packaging types and supply chain demands were investigated together with the suppliers.

The conclusion was that interviews of logistic operators, warehouse operators, paint shop

operators and random fabrication employees were also needed to understand the state of

the current operating model. Some areas where wooden packaging waste is collected were

identified, but the source of the wooden packaging waste in the collecting areas needed to

be solved using value stream mapping. The use of the help provided by the Continuous

Improvement (CI) team was decided upon in investigating the wooden packaging value

stream using Value Stream Mapping (VSM), which is a Six Sigma management tool for

analyzing the current state and performance of a process. The aforementioned interviews

were decided to be conducted during VSM as interviewing people in the organization were

part of the investigation of value streams.

The fourth area which was identified as critical was the understanding of current

legislation requirements related to wooden packaging and wooden packaging waste

handling. The main questions were related to whether the factory fulfills local and

especially Deere & Company’s very strict environmental and waste handling requirements.

In addition, questions were raised as to what opportunities the current legislation might
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provide when planning and creating a new operating model proposal for wooden waste

handling. The legislation requirements related to both environmental waste and especially

wooden packaging waste aspects were studied, and are introduced in chapter 1.5.

The final area that the team recognized as crucial was the way other companies handled

their wooden packaging and wooden packaging waste. As a result of brainstorming and

theoretical study of benchmarking the team decided to benchmark three different

companies; one company in the metal industry, one company in the packaging industry and

one company in the food industry. All companies were located in the Joensuu area and one

of them, the company in the metal industry, was a big supplier for the Joensuu factory. The

other companies were the biggest employers in the Joensuu area and the size of their

operations were at least at the same level or above that of the Joensuu factory. Companies

were selected for benchmarking in the Joensuu area as this was seen as a great way to get a

good picture of the best practices and possibilities in the local area, which might serve as

as examples for modifying the Joensuu factory’s current wooden packaging waste handling

process.

2.2 Analysis of the wooden packaging waste streams

2.2.1 Wooden packaging waste data collection

Using information from the company’s production control system and material logistic

accounting, the suppliers and general packaging types they used were found out. Overall,

120  suppliers  and  their  packaging  types  were  identified.  Because  of  the  huge  amount  of

suppliers, a list of 13 suppliers, who were quantitatively the biggest suppliers for special

wooden packages, was created together with the supply management department and 8

different supply base material buyers. SBM buyers are the main contacts to factory

suppliers and they had detailed information of each supplier and their packaging types.

Together with SBM buyers a master file, using Excel as the main analysis tool, was

created. A modified and sorted master file is attached in APPENDIX 3.

The purpose for collecting data related to wooden packaging was to understand:

what type of wooden packaging materials are delivered to factory
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what types of wooden packaging will not be returned back to the supplier

what is the amount of deliveries

which are the biggest wooden packaging suppliers

During the master file implementation meetings were arranged with all SBM buyers. Using

their information, each supplier was analyzed in relation to delivered materials and their

packaging type. As seen in the attached master file, collecting the information started from

the supplier and its origin country. The next phase was to collect information on what type

of wooden packaging the suppliers are using when delivering the material. If the supplier

did not use wooden packaging or they used normal wooden pallets, they were analyzed

first. Using this information, the existing data was sorted and reduced to a list of 68

suppliers, as suppliers using, among other materials, cardboard packaging, could be

removed  the  list.  After  this  the  types  of  wooden  packaging  the  rest  of  the  suppliers  used

was analyzed, as was the amount of their total deliveries from the previous 12 months.

Using this information the list of the remaining suppliers was reduced to 13 suppliers.

2.2.2 Analysis of wooden packaging waste streams

The list of 13 suppliers was analyzed using a Pareto chart, the principle and theory of

which was presented earlier. The Pareto principle offers a useful tool for narrowing down a

list of choices to projects that offer the greatest potential. Pareto analysis uses the Pareto

principle,  also known as the 80/20 rule,  that  is,  idea that  20% of causes generate 80% of

results. Employing the pareto principle and rule for supplier analysis related to the

deliveries of wooden packaging from the 13 suppliers proved valid and provided a list of

the biggest wooden packaging waste sources, and thus opportunities for improvement

when planning the new operating model. A Pareto analysis related to the Joensuu factory’s

suppliers and their share of wooden packaging and wooden packaging waste is presented

in table 6 below.
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Table 6: A Pareto chart analysis of wooden packaging waste by supplier

2.2.3 Value stream analysis regarding wooden packaging waste

To understand and analyze the current operating model related to wooden packaging and

especially to generated wooden packaging waste streams, an organized value stream

mapping exercise was decided upon. Value stream mapping is also known as material and

information flow mapping. It is a variation of process mapping, defining value flows into

and through a process and how information flow facilitates the work flow. A value stream

analysis consists of product and service flows, as well as information flows. The value

stream exercise was arranged for the duration of a period of two normal working weeks.

Value stream analysis was started with a kick off meeting with predetermined personnel in

the production department and supply department. In the meeting the target of the VSM

exercise was explained and the specific purchase orders which to follow up on were

defined. Each identified process step also included interviews of the people involved, with

the gained information included in the value stream analysis. A diagram of the wooden

packaging and wooden packaging waste value stream analysis can be found in figure 11.
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Figure 11: Wooden packaging and wooden packaging waste value streams

The impulse for material needs and physical purchase orders based on lined up forestry

machines and production control related to daily and weekly production schedules. In

addition, there are purchase orders which are based on material forecasts done in advance

related to long-term forecasts of sold forestry machines. The value stream analysis

identified five different phases: the phase of the purchase order, the phase of material

receiving, the use of the ordered material, the phase of wooden packaging waste receiving,

and the phase of wooden packaging and wooden packaging waste handling. During the

VSM exercise 289 purchased orders were deemed to be followed up on through the

process, starting from the physical order of the specified material or part, and ending up at

the packaging material handling and disposal. Each followed purchased order included

either a wooden pallet or special wooden packaging. If a person handled the wooden

packaging in any step of the process, detailed information for material or part handling was

requested using a small red colored template attached to the material or part. A translated

English version of the information request template is attached in APPENDIX 4.
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The request for detailed information contained the name of the person, handling area at the

factory, the kind of task related to the material and wooden packaging handled, where the

wooden packaging material was to go next and what kind of instructions are available with

regards to wooden packaging and wooden packaging waste handling. The value stream

analysis included a total of 18 process steps and people from 7 different departments inside

the factory, where handling was involved with the followed purchase orders. One external

waste contractor was also included in the analysis. A total of 187 material handling request

templates were received back from the 289 purchase orders.

2.3 Practices in other companies

2.3.1 Benchmarking company in the metal industry

The first company to be benchmarked was a metal industry company which supplies many

materials to the John Deere Joensuu factory, and has worked in a subcontractor and

supplier position for John Deere at the same time. The company has 100 employees and its

production process and methods are quite similar to those of the Joensuu factory. Their

production is in two shifts of five days per week. The facility of the factory is only a year

old and all material flow, including incoming material and materials going to waste or

returned were defined in the benchmarking process. The company has been certified for

ISO quality and environmental managements systems and for a new environmental permit.

They  deliver  a  lot  of  metal  components  and  materials  to  a  wide  range  of  customers  in

Finland and abroad. They mainly use wooden pallets for primary packaging, but also a lot

of special wooden packaging. They do not manufacture special wooden packaging by

themselves. They have a small local company as a subcontractor for this purpose. The

same subcontractor repairs all their broken wooden pallets, if possible, and returns them

back to use with a lower price. The subcontractor has also bought other broken wooden

packaging and timber material from the company, which would have otherwise ended up

in wooden waste containers. These have been manufactured into different wooden

packaging for sale.  The metal industry company uses the same waste contractor for

handling wooden waste as the Joensuu factory. The waste handling contractor collects
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wooden waste, chips it and delivers it to an incinerator. The wooden waste amount of the

metal industry company’s manufactured tons of material is at an extremely low level. The

company does not request any packaging related specifications of their suppliers.

2.3.2 Benchmarking company in the packaging industry

The factory produces packaging materials for the food and pharmaceutics industry. The

company has approximately 100 employees and they work in three shifts five days per

week. Their production and its process are based on automatic process lines and machines.

The company also has certified quality end environmental management systems and they

are a member of the Environmental Register of Packaging PYR Ltd. The company delivers

their  packaging materials to both Finland and many other European countries.  They pack

their products in both wooden and plastic pallets with a wooden top cover. The company

uses a lot of different paper, plastic and alufoil reels in their production. Most of their raw

materials are delivered in wooden or plastic pallets to their warehouse. The biggest waste

streams defined for the company are different plastic grades and alufoil. Wooden waste

generation is at an extremely low level. The company uses a different waste handling

contractor than the Joensuu factory, but they process wooden waste in a similar way by

chipping and delivering it to an incinerator. The company requests packaging

specifications from their raw material suppliers. This is due to food and packaging

regulations.  The same small  company repairs their  broken wooden pallets as those of the

metal  industry  company.  The  company has  also  bought  quite  many wooden  pallets  from

said subcontractor.

2.3.3 Benchmarking company in the food industry

The last  company to be benchmarked was a medium sized company in the food industry.

The  company has  160  employees  and  they  produce  dairy  products.  The  factory  has  fully

automatized production lines and warehouse operations. They work in three shifts, 7 days

per week. They have high standards for packaging specifications and their suppliers. They

do not use any wooden pallets in their production due to their hygienic policy. Most of

their packaging materials are delivered by wooden or plastic pallets and no special wooden

package is in use at the factory. Wooden packaging waste is not an issue for them because
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its portion is minor compared to their other waste streams. The factory has two employees

at their supply department whose task it is to design and identify the correct packaging

type needed from their suppliers.
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3 RESULTS

In this thesis five different approaches were presented for studying the current operational

model related to the Joensuu factory’s wooden packaging waste reuse and refining, with

the purpose of finding alternative wooden packaging waste utilization options. Quantitative

and qualitative methods based on the Six Sigma approach and the tools used are presented

in  chapters  2.1-2.3.  In  this  study  the  Six  Sigma  methods  were  used  as  was  instructed  in

relevant literature and phases of continuous improvement and tools recommend for use in

each phase were followed and employed. The thesis work and the study of the topic started

with creating a detailed project plan, using a project charter in a similar manner as in other

continuous improvement projects of the factory in question. Phases were defined and tools

were identified, with brainstorming supporting each phase in order to obtain the necessary

results from the process.

The first part of the study defined wooden packaging waste data and employed a pareto

analysis for analyzing the biggest wooden packaging suppliers, which led to the conclusion

that most of the special wooden packaging, such as wooden boxes and wooden pallets or

wooden collars which are partly damaged, or are designed for limited protection and

coverage, automatically end up as wooden waste. In addition, returning unbroken wooden

pallets back to suppliers or other users was observed, and some of these ended up in

wooden waste reuse without any control.

3.1 Types of wooden packaging waste

As a result of the wooden packaging waste pareto analysis and identification of the biggest

suppliers of special wooden packaging, during the value stream mapping exercise, some

forms of wooden packaging and wooden packaging waste were identified. These are

presented figures 12 -15.
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Figure 12: Special wooden pallet                    Figure 13: Special wooden box

Special wooden pallets and special wooden boxes at a wooden packaging waste collection

area can be seen in figures 12 and 13 above. They were identified as being from the third

and seventh biggest wooden packaging suppliers, supplier number 41 from United States

of America and supplier number 37 from Germany. Results from the value stream mapping

of wooden waste packaging confirmed and verified conclusions from the Pareto analysis.

All special wooden packaging analyzed together with the supply department using the

Pareto analysis was found in the wooden waste collection area, tracked down with results

from the value streams analysis and follow ups on specified purchase orders.

Figure 14: Wooden collars                                 Figure 15: Special wooden platforms

Value stream mapping proved an effective method for analyzing the current operation

model in relation to wooden packaging and wooden packaging waste handling. During the
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value stream analysis it was recognized that internal instructions and procedures related to

wooden packaging handling were not standardized or did not exist. This conclusion arises

when following up on different purchase order streams through the factory. In some cases

the same used wooden packaging ended up in wooden waste containers and for reuse

purposes, and in some cases wooden packaging was stored for later returning to customer.

When interviewing logistic operators regarding these specific cases, it was found that they

had several different adopted habits in handling wooden packaging and wooden packaging

waste. However the internal logistic processes of handling wooden packaging were

effective from the process side because all the wooden packaging which was wooden

waste eventually entered wooden waste containers and moved on for reusing, chipping and

burning in an incinerator, by the waste contractor. Further analysis of the research work

showed that that only a minor amount of wooden packaging is returned back to suppliers

and the returning it is dependent on some proactive persons working in the warehouse and

a demand from the supplier for sending undamaged wooden packaging back to them.

The demand of the supply network and its seamless operation is very critical for the

Joensuu factory. All 13 of the biggest identified wooden packaging suppliers, as a result of

the Pareto analysis, were analyzed with the support of the supply department. Requests

were sent for biggest wooden packaging suppliers to investigate opportunities of

implementing returnable packaging or to investigate how to decrease the amount of their

delivered wooden packaging material. Both investigation opportunities and influencing the

biggest wooden packaging suppliers did not prove to be rapid and easy approaches. The

suppliers were not willing to changes to either their wooden packaging type nor to their

stances on recycling and returning, because of the relatively high returning cost compared

to buying or manufacturing new materials.

The project had a tight schedule and the originally planned approach and investigation did

not bring up a solution for wooden packaging waste reduction and a new operation model.

Thus focus upon investigating both environmental and waste legislation requirements was

decided upon. It was crucial to understand packaging and packaging waste legislation

requirements. As is stated in the Packaging waste legislation and the literature part of this

study; packaging becomes waste after it is taken out of use. Furthermore the legislation

allows for packaging waste to be recovered only in two ways when recycled, as raw
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material for a new product or as the recovery of packaging as energy. The latter recycling

operation is commonly used and there are plenty of waste contractors interested in offering

their services. Recovery of wooden packaging waste as energy is relatively easy to arrange:

providing wooden waste containers to a company where wooden packaging waste is

delivered, with a waste handling subcontractor taking care of transporting and refining

wooden waste for it to be able to be utilized in an incinerator as energy.

The results of benchmarking the local companies in the Joensuu area provided an idea of

analyzing wooden packaging waste recycling possibilities and arrangements based on the

utilization of wooden packaging as a raw material for a new product, before they end up in

wooden waste containers. This approach gave rise to a significant amount of new ideas,

with the focus of analysis moving onto internal factory logistics and the wooden packaging

waste value stream handled between the factory production and wooden waste containers

located in the factory area. The project team discovered that the phase before the wooden

waste container is the key element in managing the process. Based on the discovery and

best practices identified from the benchmarked metal industry and packaging industry

companies the whole wooden packaging handling process between manufacturing and the

wooden waste disposal collection point, was decided to be reorganized.

3.2 Selection of best practices

Contact was made with a small local contractor who recycled wooden packaging by

repairing broken wooden pallets and collars in addition to manufacturing other wooden

packaging from wooden packaging material they get from the local companies. Their

business idea is based on repairing wooden pallets and other wooden packaging. They also

produce special wooden packaging from wooden packaging materials and timber they

receive from industry companies, and sell repaired pallets and special wooden packaging

to 34 local collaboration companies for a relatively cheap prize. In addition, their facility is

located close to factory, they have the necessary equipment available and logistics

arrangements between the company and the factory are were deemed to be in order.
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3.3 Piloting the new operation model

When designing a new operation model for wooden packaging waste handling together

with the contractor was started, there were many issues to be agreed upon before

cooperation could begin. The contractor familiarized themselves with three different

phases of factory operation and current wooden packaging waste handling. They also did a

specific analysis of the available wooden packaging waste and its recovery and refining

opportunities. After the analysis they expressed interest in piloting the new operation

model. Before the new operation model’s piloting program could be started, several issues

needed to be investigated with regards to the contractor’s company background, e.g.

liability insurance, authorization for operation and all other employer obligations. When

the contractor’s background information was deemed to be in order, an agreement for a test

period of piloting the new wooden packaging waste operation model was concluded.

3.3.1 Contract of test period and piloting

The contract of test period and piloting new wooden packaging waste handling model

contained the following items:

1) Definition of wooden packaging waste:

Wooden packaging waste means wooden packaging which has been transported

into the wooden waste contractor’s waste container or the nearby wooden waste

container. Wooden packaging that can be recycled for repairing purposes are

different kinds of wooden pallets, wooden collars, wooden boxes and other special

wooden packaging which have been deemed to be recyclable

2) Date of starting:

The piloting of the new wooden packaging waste handling starts: November 25

2013

3) Date of ending:

The piloting of the new wooden packaging waste handling ends: April 31 2014
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4) After end of the piloting period experiences of both companies related to wooden

packaging waste handling are evaluated.

5) Wooden packaging waste handling should be organized without any cost to John

Deere Forestry Oy Joensuu factory by the contractor during the piloting period.

6) Contractor has access to all sorted wooden packaging waste for recycling purposes

without any cost.

7) John Deere Forestry Oy transport wooden packaging waste near the wooden waste

containers and provide a safe area for sorting the wooden packaging waste. John

Deere Forestry Oy organizes unutilized wooden packaging waste to wooden waste

containers.

8) Sorting of wooden packaging waste should be organized in such a way that wooden

packaging waste does not spread outside of the sorting area during the piloting

period

9) Until the contractor can start handling the wooden packaging waste at the Joensuu

factory area its employees have to participate in the contractor’s mandatory safety

training. In addition, all employees have to have a valid occupational safety card.

3.3.2 A case example of recycling

During the wooden packaging waste piloting period the Joensuu factory had to organize its

harvester bunker cabins storage in the warehouse of a transportation company. The

Joensuu factory had decided to purchase harvester cabins from another supplier and in

order to manufacture lined up machines during this transaction period, the cabins needed to

be purchase and stored beforehand. Bunker cabins were delivered from another John Deere

factory  outside  of  Finland.  The  total  amount  of  cabins  in  need  of  temporary  storage  was

approximately 300 units. The cabins were transported and delivered to the Joensuu factory

with  a  metal  transportation  rack  as  seen  in  figure  16.  These  racks  needed  to  be  returned

back to the supplier because they were the racks’ original owners and needed
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transportation racks. Because of this the supply department had to in a short period of time

find cheap, yet durable transportations racks which could endure storing, the short

transportation from the warehouse to the factory and would enable easy assembly at the

factory. It was found that the special wooden pallet with which a particular motor type,

seen in figure 17, is delivered to the factory could possibly be used as transportation racks

for bunker cabins. Special wooden pallets of motors were one of the biggest wooden

packaging waste resources identified during the study.

Figure 16. Cabin with a metal  transportation rack   Figure 17. Special  pallet  of the motor

After investigation by the manufacturing department it was found that that the motor’s

wooden pallet needed only some modification for it to be used as a bunker cabin’s storage

and transportation rack. The manufacturing department designed, modified and tested one

wooden  rack.  The  result  was  that  the  wooden  pallet  needed  metal  bars  with  supports  as

shown in figure 18 and additional wooden supports on each side of the pallet to work as a

safe and durable transportation rack.
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Figure 18: Picture of the wooden pallet modification

The Joensuu factory did not have the capacity to do the wooden pallet modifications by

themselves, and the pallet modification was offered to the contractor operating the wooden

packaging waste reuse process. The contractor had already sorted the specific motor

wooden pallets to be recycled, but after decision the recycling process was reorganized and

the contractor started to modify the wooden pallets into bunker cabin transportation racks.

The modified wooden pallets for the cabins in temporary storage are presented in figures

19 and 20.

Figure 19. Modified wooden pallet               Figure 20. Cabin assembled to pallet
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The contractor organized sorting of special wooden pallets by the sorting area. They

modified pallets according to the instructions of John Deere Foresty Oy and delivered

modified racks to the warehouse according to the plan of the supply department.
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4 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

The planning of a new operation model related to wooden packaging and wooden

packaging  waste  started  at  end  of  the  calendar  year  2013.  The  scope  of  the  thesis  was

defined clearly at the beginning of study. One major impact for this study was the Joensuu

factory’s new environmental permit, which was authorized in mid-2013. One regulation of

that new environmental permit ordered that the Joensuu factory had to take material

efficiency into account in its operation and find out all individual waste streams generated

by production and possibilities for reducing them. At the start  of the thesis project  it  was

not known where the wooden packaging waste in Joensuu factory originated from, nor

were the main reasons for a relatively high amount of wooden packaging waste. The aim of

the thesis was both to study wooden packaging waste reuse and refining generated in the

forestry machine factory and to find alternative wooden packaging waste utilization

options in order to create a new operating model with the purpose of decreasing wooden

packaging waste.

In the theoretical part of the thesis the legislation related both to packaging and packaging

waste was studied. Wooden packaging waste is defined in packaging and packaging waste

legislation and Finnish legislation imposes on firms the obligation to attend to the recovery

of packaging. The aim of the legislation is to reduce the quantity of packaging waste,

increase the recovery of packaging, prevent environmental impacts and prevent the

distortion as well as restriction treatment of packaging materials. The legislation guides

companies on how they should process their packaging waste. A significant observation

was that even if packaging and packaging waste legislation governs companies to reduce

the quantity of packaging waste, it does not guide waste handling companies to support

this requirement. Concerning wooden packaging waste, most of the waste is recovered,

which means the reprocessing of waste in a production process or its  use as raw material

for its original or some other purpose, or as energy. The fulfillment of packaging and

packaging waste legislation requirements by industrial companies like the Joensuu factory

could be arranged by a professional waste handling company. Waste handling companies

focus on recovering wooden packaging waste as energy because the amount of wooden

packaging waste is high and incinerators recycling wooden packaging waste need raw

material for energy purposes.
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The approach of using the six sigma methods and tools was presented. The reason for

choosing Six sigma methods for use was to bring discipline to the study and the project. It

also helped in organizing different steps of the study and project  planning. Six sigma and

its methods are a good approach when there are complex processes and information flows,

large amounts of data and it is difficult to recognize what is important and should be taken

into account. At the beginning of the study, how to analyze the current operation model

related to wooden packaging waste was not known. Using brainstorming together with the

project team as a spontaneous method to identify the most important focus areas and tools

to analyze them demonstrated the strength of the lean six sigma methods. Focusing on the

use of these methods and the areas defined for analysis, as well as information and

awareness from packaging and packing waste legislation study, allowed for concentrating

on  a  new  operating  model  related  to  wooden  packaging  waste  processing,  which  was

piloted.

4.1 Overview of achievement

The new process operating model was piloted for 5 months. Improvements and results

related to the wooden packaging waste reduction are presented in table 7 below.

Table 7: Wooden packaging waste development per manufactured forestry machine
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Wooden packaging waste development was followed up on during the 5 months of the

testing period. FY2013 means John Deere Forestry financial year 2013 and FY2014 the

financial year 2014. Each month of the piloting period was compared to the previous

year’s corresponding period. When the variation of production volumes in wooden

packaging waste compared to manufactured forestry machines was taken into account, and

the influence of purchased materials and packaging materials were taken into account, the

total amount of wooden waste was accurate. The waste handling contractor provided data

from  their  online  system  after  each  month  based  on  scaled  and  processed  wooden  waste

from the Joensuu factory.

In  the  first  month  of  piloting  the  new operating  model  together  with  the  contractor,  who

presorted the wooden packaging and took unbroken wooden packaging and other wooden

packaging for repair, exhibited extremely good performance. The result of the wooden

packaging waste reduction was 47 % after first month and reduction continued in the

following months. What was remarkable was that the Joensuu factory forestry machines

production volumes increased during the piloting period and there were huge differences

compared to production volumes in the previous year, which were rather low. The

reduction of wooden packaging waste settled the amount of waste at a 2,5 times lower

level than in the previous year when compared with the total amount wooden packaging

waste. The average wooden packaging waste amount in the 2013 financial year was 410 kg

per manufactured machine during the corresponding period of piloting new operating

model. During the piloting period the average wooden packaging waste was 140 kg per

manufactured forestry machine, and at the end of the piloting period the wooden packaging

waste amount had settled approximately at a level of 110 kg per manufactured machine.

4.2 Proposal of a new operating model

After piloting the new operating model concerning the wooden packaging waste reduction,

results were obviously verifiable. The key performance indicator related to wooden

packaging waste reduction showed only positive metrics during the piloting period. The

influence of the piloted process model using the new methods of reuse and refining

wooden packaging material was proven.
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Several benefits were identified, which supported continuing with the new operation

model:

The reduction of overall wooden packaging waste amount

The operation model does not cause any additional costs for the factory

Decrease in cost related to wooden waste handling

The factory does not need to increase capacity at the logistics department

Increased productivity - Reduction of non-value adding work at the factory

The opportunity to offer business for a local company and support local business

cooperation

A special wooden packaging producer and their flexible service available

The contractor expressed interest in transferring their premises and equipment to

factory area for better service

Some risks and areas of improvement were also identified:

The capacity of the contractor is in long term

The influence and cooperation of the wooden waste handling contractor

Wooden waste handling costs may increase, because of lower volumes

Communication between the recycling contractor and the logistics department
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5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The aim of the thesis was both to study wooden packaging waste streams generated in the

forestry machine factory and to find alternative, cost effective, wooden packaging waste

utilization  options  in  order  to  create  a  new  operating  model  proposal  for  the  factory  for

decreasing said waste. An approach of the study was presented and it was shown how the

new operating model proposal was found using various methods and verified by piloting

the model for several months.

The introduction part concentrated on the background information of the Joensuu factory

operating environment, factory products and processes, the factory’s environmental

approach, on a strategy and business case as well as on the wooden packaging’s role and

explaining the purpose of this thesis. The concrete output and business object of the thesis

were defined as sources of wooden packaging waste: where the wooden packaging streams

come from, how much of the wooden packaging waste is generated compared to the total

amount of wooden packaging waste, is there any alternative solution for used wooden

packaging and how the factory can reduce wooden packaging waste.

The theoretical part focused on describing the legislation related to the European Union’s

and Finland’s environmental and waste handling requirements. In addition, the theoretical

part focused on describing wooden packaging and wooden packaging waste legislation

requirements, which guide packaging and packaging waste producers when organizing

wooden packaging waste handling and end use. The second part of the theoretical part

presented continuous improvement methods and tools for help in analyzing complicated

processes, value streams and large amounts of data.

The experimental part concentrated on describing methods and tools which were used

when approaching the main study questions. Five different problem solving techniques

were presented when defining, measuring, and analyzing large amounts of data - that is the

information obtained on factory wooden packaging waste - and focusing on finding a

solution for the study problem. Each used method has a critical role for the study, because

after each method was used, results furthering the study were obtained and research could

continue with the implementation of another method. Wooden packaging and packaging
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waste value streams were analyzed using the method of value stream mapping. Results

from value stream mapping were important for understanding the current situation

concerning wooden packaging and the wooden packaging waste stream and information

flows through the factory. Most of the special wooden packaging and unbroken wooden

pallets value streams were defined. Generated wooden packaging waste amounts and

packaging waste were observed and followed up on during the study. Wooden waste reuse

and refining opportunities were improved according to packaging and packaging waste

legislation requirements. An improved process model related to wooden packaging waste

reduction was created and piloted in the Joensuu factory for 5 months. Reduction of

wooden packaging waste and the influence of process changes were verified after the

piloting period.

It  has  been  shown  in  the  thesis  that  a  large  amount  of  wooden  packaging  waste  can  be

reused and recycled for other purposes than simply for energy. Waste handling companies

focusing both on producing raw material for incineration and other alternative recycling

processes of wooden packaging waste are rarely available. This assumption is based on the

relatively low cost of new wooden packaging. However the new operating model

significantly reduced the amount of wooden packaging waste at the Joensuu factory.

Continuing  wooden  waste  handling  with  the  current  operation  model  will  not  enable  the

reduction of wooden packaging waste.

At the beginning of the study challenges were faced in starting the thesis research process

in practice, as the factory refused large organization changes on all organization levels.

Almost all  original project  team members were assigned with new areas of responsibility

and the project team was nominated to include new members. This influenced the study by

slowing  it  down.  Especially,  analyzing  the  wooden  packaging  data  took  more  time  than

scheduled because resources and knowledge to provide said data was not available.

During the study many overall issues for improvement were identified concerning the used

packaging. The Joensuu factory should take into account packaging design opportunities

and setting packaging requirements to its suppliers in the future. Many Deere & Company

sites have a packaging designer and they are doing packaging design. There is knowledge

and software available at the company. One additional area for influencing packaging and
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wooden packaging waste reduction is in setting packaging requirements to suppliers. More

specific wooden packaging would increase productivity and safe work processes as well as

need for wooden packaging.

In addition, focusing on more detailed instructions and employee training related to

wooden packaging handling would result in better control over wooden packaging waste

management.  Even  if  during  the  study  all  logistic  and  warehouse  operators,  including

factory supervisors were trained, it was found that a lack of training can influence wooden

packaging waste to increase.  Methods and tools used in this study can be used in similar

projects. The new operating model for wooden packaging waste handling could also be

recommended for local companies who are interested in improving their environmental

impact or have similar environmental permit requirements to those of the Joensuu factory.
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APPENDIX 1 – A3 Project chart template
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APPENDIX 2– Map of brainstorming and identified problem solving methods
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APPENDIX 3 – Wooden packaging waste analysis

Number Supplier SBM Buyer

FIN/EUR pallet
or
other package

Special pallet Other packaging  - What?
Returnable
package Comment

Amount
of
package
delivered

Percentage
of total
packaging
deliveries

84 SUPPLIER 84 - SWE SBM Buyer 5

x
Thick support timber

Special
wooden
package no
returnable -
to wooden
waste 1219 13 %

48 SUPPLIER 48 - GER SBM Buyer 4 x Special wooden  platform
Wooden
packaging
waste 1034 11 %

41 SUPPLIER 41 - USA SBM Buyer 1 Special wooden package +
metal support

Extremely
heavy  and
huge wooden
platform -
wooden
waste 1026 11 %

100 SUPPLIER 100 - FIN SBM Buyer 1

x x
Wooden rack with pallet

Special
wooden
package no
returnable -
to wooden
waste 945 10 %

19 SUPPLIER 19 - GER SBM Buyer 2

x

Special wooden rack +
frame

Special
wooden
package no
returnable -
to wooden
waste 889 10 %

73 SUPPLIER 78 - AUT SBM Buyer 5

x

Special Wooden packaging

x

Metal parts
return to
supplier -
Special
wooden
package to
wooden
waste
container 766 8 %

37 SUPPLIER 37 - GER SBM Buyer 3

x

Special wooden platform
and box

Special
wooden
package no
returnable -
to wooden
waste 677 7 %

6 SUPPLIER 6 - GER SBM Buyer 1

x
Special wooden package -
thick wood

x

Special metal
parts return
to customer -
to wooden
waste 623 7 %

92 SUPPLIER 92 - ITA SBM Buyer 6

x

Special wooden box

Very heavy
and thick
materail
wooden box -
all boxes to
wooden
waste 532 6 %

36 SUPPLIER 36 - ITA SBM Buyer 1

x
Special wooden platform

Special
wooden
package no
returnable -
to wooden
waste 456 5 %

93 SUPPLIER 93 - GER SBM Buyer 5

x x
Special wooden box

Huge and
heavy
wooden box -
all boxes to
wooden
waste 433 5 %

58 SUPPLIER 58 - FIN SBM Buyer 3

x x
Special pallet + collar

All special
pallets and
collars to
wooden
waste 342 4 %

86 SUPPLIER 86 - GBR SBM Buyer 2

x

Special wooden package
and special carboard

Special
wooden
package no
returnable -
to wooden
waste 211 2 %

Total 120 9153 100 %
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APPENDIX 4 – Analyse of wooden Value Streams: Request information template

PLEASE PROVIDE REQUESTED INFORMATION TO THIS TEMPLATE, IF YOU ARE HANDLING WOODEN PACKAGING OF THIS MATERIAL,

Requested Information will need to analyze wooden packaging value stream through to factory.
If you need more information you can take contact to Teijo Ylitalo 040 673 8954 or ylitaloteijo@johndeere.com

Material F-Code: Storage area:

Work area

Name of the employee ID number:

Handling purpose Did you transferred packaging to other location?

If, Yes Where?

No

Work area

Name of the employee ID number

Handling purpose Did you transferred packaging to other location?

If, Yes Where?

No

Work area

Name of the employee ID number

Handling purpose Did you transferred packaging to other location?

If, Yes Where?

No

Work area

Name of the employee ID number

Handling purpose Did you transferred packaging to other location?

If, Yes Where?

No

RETURN TEMPLATE OFFICE OF MATERIAL RECEIVE DEPARTMENT

NOTE!


